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Students ask about 
a double standard 
By Michelle 
Alaimo 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Many 
San Jose State Univer-




 comes to athletes 
on full scholarships. 
When SJSU lowers admission 
requirements for athletes, "it's 
totally unfair to other people," 
said Michele Guy, a 
senior 
majoring in 
advertising.  "So 
many people 






letic director for 
SJSU dis-
agrees. 
"The NCAA, through member 
institutions has voted in much 
tougher (grade) standards," 
Lewis said. 
Student athletes must have a 
minimum grade
 point average 
of 2.0. They 
must  make satisfac-
tory progress in 
their chosen 
major. This means that the ath-
letes must have completed 25 
percent of their declared major 
course  work by the start of 
their third year of 
college, 50 
percent by 
the fourth year and 




 games, training, 
and year-round practices, ath-
letes must carry at least 12 
units every semester and com-
plete 24 units between a sea-
son. A season is from "fall to 
fall" for example, Lewis said. 
Athletes 
may  take a maximum 
of 
six  
units  during summer 
school.
 
Depending on a student's 
major, and 
if a student wants to 
graduate in four years, an ath-
lete could 
take as many as 15 
units in the fall and 17 units in 
the spring to graduate in four 
years. Athletes are allowed a 
maximum of five years
 on one 
See Athletes, page 8 
Speed 
City  See page 4 
PHOTO BY JOHN STUBLER  SPARTAN DAILY 
Frequent track user, Mike Olyaee, passes 
by an engraved memento as he cools down after his 
work-
out at Winter 
Field  on Tuesday. Olyaee has been using the track for more than 
20 years. 
Broken water main 
floods San Carlos St. 
By Blair Whitney 
Spartan Daily Stall Writer 
The campus experienced 
flooding Wednesday when 




 a water main on the 
San Carlos
 Pedestrian Mall 
which is under construction. 
"The construc-
tion





the work In here 


















Carlos Street adjacent to 
McQuarrie Hall. 
Bettencourt stood 
hip deep in 
a pool 




trying to use a 
redwood plug. The water 
will swell the
 wood when we 
























ny and notified 
































A makeshift plug 
was inserted. 
Once the water 
main  was off, the 
crew 
applied  a 
clamp for a per-
manent seal. 
The service 
valve that broke 
9, 
was a tapered 
cop-
per plug that was 
hammered 
Into  the water main 
and tied down with 
wire.  "When 
the wire 
lets go, we call them 
fliers,"
 said Villagomez. 
"The service valves weren't 
marked," Bettencourt
 said. "The 
contractor 













Spartan  Daily Stan Writer 
With  26,000 students 
attending 
San Jose State 
University,
 and 
only 1,440 of 
those  students living 
on 






comes to finding a parking spot. 
Last fall, the 
Associated Stu-








 became able to 
commute to school and work 
via Santa Clara 
County  light rail's 
regular, paratransit and 
express
 
routes without having to 
pay.  
"It's been quite successful. We 
haven't had many problems," said 
Mike Yaghmai,
 A.S. director of com-
munications. 
Before the program existed, 
students taking public transporta-
tion had to buy
 a flash pass for 
$30 per month, of which SJSU 
subsidized $10. However,
 last 
semester, students voted to 
increase fees by 
$9
 per semester 
to provide for this new transit 
program.
 
"Through this fee we are trying 
to encourage the 
use of public 
transportation,"
 Yaghmai said. 
An 
unofficial
 survey of selected 
questions 
taken by the A.S. showed 
that from a 
random sampling of 
1,000 students, 539 were using pub-
lic 
transportation
 compared to only 
474 last 
semester, a 14 percent 
increase 
The A.S. plans to 
make  students 
more aware of the transit 
options  
available through class presenta-
tions, ads 
in the paper and tables 
outside the 
Student Union with 
information. They will answer 
ques-
tions
 and conduct surveys. 




are for men too 
See TAP, page 8 
Professor says classes offer new look 
Michele Bolger 
Spartan Daily Stan Writer 




 took their seats, 
the teacher started 
her lecture 
on power roles in society. A female 
student pointed out that men 
still are dominant. 
The issue raised by the female 
student is just one 
of
 many that San 
Jose State University's women's 
studies
 department deals with. 
Criticism has come from scholars 
and 
students
 over the usefulness of 
such 
a program. Many believe that 
women's studies is just for special 





 Mother Jones 
article 






discussions  alternate 
between
 the personal and the politi-
cal, with mere pit 
stops  at the acad-
emic," 
the  article reported. 
However, the acting coordinator 
for SJSU's 
women's studies pro-
gram, Jane Boyd, said the program 
offers students the chance to look 
at the same information they have 
learned in their other courses, but 
from a different 
perspective. 
Skeptics say that having a depart-
ment specifically for women's stud -
See Women, page 8 
Campus
 charged up over 
electric  vehicles 
By Ken Stewart 
Spartan Daily Stall 
Writer  
San Jose State University
 students 
saw a preview of some 
automobiles of the 
21st century this week,
 when Bruce 
Parmenter and James
 Young brought their 
zero
-emissions electric vehicles to SJSU's 
Alternative  Transportation Fair. 
AlTrans 
program  manager, 
Tom Wiles, 
said the goal of the fair held
 Monday and 
Tuesday
 and sponsored 
by
 Associated 
Students Transit Access 
Program,  was "to 
help promote transit issues." 
Wiles said the electric 
vehicles (EVs) 
were brought to 
campus
 so students 
would become aware 
of vehicles that 
don't use fossil fuels and 
are more safe to 
the environment. 
AlTrans obtained volunteers
 for the fair 
from 
the  Electric Automobile Association, 
California State
 Automobile Association 
and PG & E. 
Wiles  said electric vehicles are an up-
and-coming 
technology  that are more 
popular In Europe than in the United 
States. Parmenter said 












and travels 50 miles at 60 mph on a 
single bat-
tery.




 this week during SJSU's Alternative 
Transportation
 Fair. 
PHOTO BY JOT CHIU 
 SPARTAN DAILY 
know about them because they "don't see 
them (advertised) in their face." 
At the fair, Parmenter displayed a silver 
Volkswagen Rabbit which had 16 batteries 
under the hood. 
The  range per battery 
charge for the car is 50 miles at 60 mph. 
Although performance for the car is 
rather modest there are EVs that can go 
much faster. The land speed record 
for an 
EV is 187 mph. 
"This (car) is sort 
of
 the 366 (computer 
chip) versus the 
Pentium,  but it is equiva-
lent 
to
 the performance of a stock 
Volkswagen Rabbit equipped with a 
diesel  
engine," Parmenter said. 
"(The car's) motor 
has  a power output 
See Cars, page 8 












again, the students of 
San 
Jose State 
University  are 
being  ripped off. In lieu 
of the 
fee increase






has decided it 
will raise 
its 
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 but the over-













 to set into 
place  an 
arrange-
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made for the
 need of 
new  print-
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 just like 
the good 
old days. 




















 shook me 
But when it all 
comes  down to 
awake  with the 
fierce realization
 
it, life is one 





 life can 
be.  
things.
 Many forces go 
against it 
I was on train 









across the road, 
climbing 
thing came to 
a grinding 
halt.  
a rock face 
or
 just sitting 
and 
We








when  the 
can endure and 
life can elude you. 
whole cabin 
















 life. It made me 
stop.
   
see how having 
a beginning and 
Everyone
 looked around 
and wondered 
what
 an end makes
 life much more 
interesting.  
happened.  The 
conductor
 announced over the
 To 
experience  the changes, 
to learn from 
speakers  that there had 
been an accident. 
He
 one's mistakes;
 it's all the vicious
 cycle of life. 
didn't go 
into details, but 
later  I knew why. 
And although 
we equate the circle as 
a symbol 
The massive 
locomotive ran over 
someone.  A for life, 
we must not forget 
that
 our particular life 
fragile human 
life  was snatched up 
by
 the corn- is a 
straight  line. Each of 





I thought about it 
later.
 Just a minute before 
We all 
wonder  now and then, 
when  and how 
the accident this
 person crossing the
 tracks we 
are  going to go. 
must have been
 thinking about work.
 They were 
We even plan how we 
want to be buried, but 
just about
 to go to 
their  




 their life was 
tragically ended. 
To think,
 you can be 
walking around
 and, just 
like that, 
you're  gone. It's 
a scary thought. 
If it happened 
to
 me, I 
wonder who would 
even
 know. I don't have any 
look forward to the future
 or plan for next year's 
identification  that says to 
contact  my parents. I 
graduation. We mustn't 
overlook how each 
wonder how people
 would react. 
minute of the day is 
a wonderful moment where 
I suppose I'm being 
morbid, but to be hit by 
a our life exists, making 
a very finite world that 
train is 
something  I have trouble 
comprehending.  much 
more interesting. 
The clichés about
 life started dancing 
in my 
head. 
Roger R. Ramirez is a 
"Life  is too short." 
Spartan Daily 
"Life sucks,
 then you die." 
Staff Writer 
"Life is but a dream." 
Writers
 Forum   
The  massive 
locomotive  
ran over 
someone.  A 
fragile 













This is the essence 
of life. 























































































person,  than 














John Stuart Mill's quote can 
be thought of as the "modus 
operandi" of the Spartan Daily's 
opinion page. 
The  representa-
tion of a 
broad  range of opinions 
Is as important to a 
democracy  
as the
 right to vote, 
and the 
Spartan
 Daily is committed to 
sharing diverse 
opinions  with 
the community it 
serves.
 
There are two 





 is actively 
recruiting San Jose 
State artists 
Interested in drawing political 
cartoons. 
Political artists should have 
good drawing skills, and keep
 
up with current 
events. 
Submit your cartoons at the 
Spartan Daily office in Dwight 
Bente! Hall, room 209. 
Submissions should include the 
artist's name, address and 
phone number. 
Cartoons 
will be reviewed by 
Spartan Daily editors and artists 
will be notified by phone if their 
cartoons will be published. 
Waiting for 
the  Indy Car season 
to start 
It's 




Car  season ended 
and
 I am desperate 
for the
 1995 season to start. 
I recorded all the 
'94 races, but now I 
only have eight 
of them on tape due to a 
tape eating
 VCR. 
While eight races are not much to work 
with. I am forced to view those 
particular  
races to fulfill my off-season Indy Car 
appetite.  
I've watched Michael Andretti 
win the 
'94 Australian G.P at Surfer's Paradise and 
Jacques Villeneuve t -bone Hiro Matsushita 
at Phoenix International Raceway. 
I also witnessed the best performance of 
a Honda Indy Car engine at the Molson 
Indy at Toronto; a second place finish for 
Bobby 
Rahal's  Honda/Lola, too many times 
to count. 
My 
favorite race of the '94 season would 
have to be the 





Due to rain delays and crashes, the race 
went longer than expected. As darkness 
enveloped the
 temporary street circuit, I 
could 





As Teo Fabl's Ilmor/Reynard braked for 
the first turn 
on





 the car. 
The sparks 
were  due to  the carbon fiber 
chassis 
rubbing the track. 
As one of Michael Andrettl's crew mem-
bers changed the left 
rear
 wheel on his 
Ford-Cosworth/Reynard, brake dust ignited 
Ken Stewart 
on the hot
 brake rotor. 
As
 Scott Goodyear 
rounded  a turn, the 
brake discs 




 glowed like Illumi-
nated flowers. 
From the in -car camera
 on Michael 
Andretti's car, I 
could  see the glowing 
exhaust pipes 
on Emerson Fittipaldi's 
Ilmor/Penske, emitting a blue and 
orange 
... the 
brake discs nestled 
in the black wheels





flame each time he 
shifted gears. 
Though the 
race was scheduled for 65 
laps, but was






With the season coming to an end In 
October at Laguna Seca in 
Monterey,  Calif., 
various announcements 
were being made 
regarding 
the '95 season. 
It was announced
 Michael Andretti 
would be leaving
 Chip Ganassi's team to 
join Newman/Haas, filling the vacancy left 
by a retiring Mario Andretti. 
Bobby Rahal
 would abandon Honda's 
fledgling Indy 
effort  in favor of the more 
powerful
 and more reliable Mercedes-Ilmor
 
engine. 
Paul Tracy would 
no
 longer be with 
Penske, but signed on to 
drive with 
Newman/Haas to fill the vacancy of Nigel 
Mansell. Mansell won the '93 champi-
onship, but 
remained  winless in '94 as he 
was plagued by mistakes and the domi-
nance
 of the Penskes. 
Mansell 
went back to Formula One, dri-
ving a Renault powered Williams,
 a spot 
made available to him after the tragic 
death of the legendary Ayrton Senna with 
teammates with Damon Hill, Mansell would 
soon capture a win at the Adelaide 
Australian G.P. in November.
 
The 
first Indy Car race for the
 '95 sea-
son is the Indy Car Toyota G.P. 
of Miami, 
March 5. Soon I will not have to rely on 
Indy Car races from the past for want of 
Indy Car racing in the present.
 
Ken
 Stewart is a 
Spartan 
Daily  
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Editor 
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Planning  & Placement 
Career 
Library  Tour 1:30p.m.
 
Business  Classrooms, Rm. 13. 
C H E 
Meeting
 5:30p.m. Duncan 
Hall, 
Rm.  249. 
Chi PI Sigma - 
Criminal  
Justice (-co-ed) fraternity 
Open House lp.m.-4p.m. 230S. 
10th Street. Call 998-9113. 
Delta Gamma sorority 
Rush Event/Mystery Night 
6p.m.-8:30p.m. 
360 E. Reed 
St. Call 277-0409. 
Dept. of Political Science 
Panel 
Discussion 12nonn-2p.m. Eng 










 Call 9245972. 
GAIA 
Wet4dy 
Meeting 3:30p.m. Student 
Union 




Dinner  6p.m. 278 
S.
 
10th St. Call 
279-9035. 
The
 listening Hour 
The Clayton 
Quartet  : 





















 & Talk 5p.m.-








Hall,  Rm. 342. 
Santa 
Clara  County Dept.
 
of Environmental Health 






 10th and 
San Fernando. 
Call 299-73(10. 
School of Art & 
Design 
Student 
Galleries  Art Exhibits 






 Rho sorority 
Soul
 Food Social & Domino
 
Tournament





 Arts Dept. 
A Raisin in the Sun 8p.m. 
University 'Theatre_ Call 924-4555. 
Ed.dal 
African Step Show Council 
Pre -Step Show Party 10p.m. 
Club Re -Mix. Call 
998-5113. 
AS. Program Board 
Tommie Smith: Forgotten Herd 
12:30p.m. Student Union 
Umunhum Room. Call 977-8174. 
Career Planning & Placement 
Career Library Tour
 12:30p.m. 
Business Classrooms, Rm. 13. 
and On-Campus Interview 








Engineering Bldg., Room 189. 
Call 2147-411K 
Financial Management Assoc. 
FMA Pizza Night 7p.m. Round 
Table  Pizza, 4302 Moorpark. 
Call
 248-6061. 




"Verb Morphology and 
Quantification" 10a.m.-ham. 
Student Union, Costonoan 
Room. Call 924-4413. 
Muslim 
Student Association 
JUMA - Prayer lp.m.-3:30p.m. 
Student 













Guide is free" and available to students. faculty & staff 
associations Deadline is Sprn two days before publication
 Forms available el DOH 209 
Freres may be 
edited
 to 
allow  for space restrictions 
S.J. mayor wants




The mayor and police chief of 
San Jose 
want
 the city to make 
its curfew law permanent. 
San Jose 
forbids children 
under 16 from 
being  in public 
places  between 10 p.m. 
and  5 
a.m. without a 
legitimate  rea-









 during an 
August -December 
trial  period. 
Mayor Susan Hammer and 
Police 
Chief  Lou Cobarruviaz 
said this week 
that
 the program 
worked but should be extended. 
"We've been able to keep a lot 
of kids out
 of harm's way," 
Hammer 
said.  "And we've 
reunited a lot 
of families." 
Police say 97 percent of viola-
tors 
were returned to adult rela-








arson;  Third clinic set 
ablaze
 in a week 
SAN LUIS OBISPO (AP) - A 





blaze in seven days 
at facilities 
where abortions are performed, 
authorities  said. 




all three fires 
as probable arsons, said 
Justice  
Department spokesman Jim 
Russell. 
"We think it's a conspiracy 
and anti -abortion terrorists are 
behind it," said Pamela J. 
Maraldo, president of New York -
Planned Parenthood Federation 
of America. 
The fire was reported at 1:50 
a.m. and took nearly an hour to 
extinguish. 
"It is of suspicious means, but 
we can't say for sure if it is 
arson at 
this
 time," said FBI 
spokesman John Hoos in Los 
Angeles. 
Last Thursday, a fire caused 
$1,000 damage to the Family 
Planning Associates Medical 
Group clinic in Ventura. Small 
containers of a flammable sub-
stance were 
placed in a tire, 
then ignited by 
the door. 
On Saturday, a 
similar fire 
occurred at 
a Santa Barbara 
doctor's office where abortions 
are performed. The fire, which 
was also set in a tire, caused 
minimal damage, larossi said. 
Asked if there was a serial 
arsonist on the loose, Hoos 
said, "That would be pure spec-
ulation
 at this 
point."
 
Terri Thorfinnson, director of 
public affairs for the nonprofit 
Planned Parenthood of Santa 
Barbara, Ventura and San Luis 
Obispo 
Counties, said the latest 
fire "was definitely arson." 
It wasn't known if a flaming 
tire was responsible for the San 
Luis Obispo fire, Hoos said, 
adding,  "It may require determi-
nation in the lab and take some 
time." 
Russell said the 
two earlier 
fires shared some similarities 
not found in the San Luis 




FBI  and ATF findings will 
be 
reported
 to the Justice 
Department's task force on anti-
abortion violence, Russell said. 
The task force is using a fed-
eral grand jury in Alexandria, 
Va., to investigate whether there 
are links
 between anti -abortion 
violence around the country. 
The 
California  health centers 
hit by fires this month provide 
S.J. 
teachers  
may  strike, 
receive 
latest  proposal 
ANSill 'Med Press 
San Jose public school teach-
ers could decide later
 this week 
whether to authorize a strike. 






day, but no agreement
 was 
reached and no new
 talks were 
scheduled.
 
"There was a lot of discussion 






The San Jose Teachers 
Association is 
proposing an 
8.5 percent raise for 
this 
school  year. 
The teachers' last 
across-the-
board pay increase came 
in 
1989, when they received
 a one-




percent  increase retroactive
 
to
 July. An independent  arbitra-
tor last week said 
the  district 
should give teachers a 
raise of 5 
percent as of last April. 
abortions. Planned
 Parenthood 




tions performed in 1993 In 
Planned Parenthood of Santa 




Counties  centers. 
"We think that this is Just a 
step in a campaign of violence 
and a plan to close down health 
centers around the country," 
Maraldo said. There are 900 
Planned Parenthood
 health care 
centers nationwide and approxi-
mately  110 provide abortions. 
Local police agencies 
throughout the tri-county area 
said patrols would be increased 
near women's health centers. 
The Planned Parenthood cen-
ters provide a full range of 
reproductive health care, exami-
nation and counseling, includ-
ing contraception, pap smears 
and sexually transmitted dis-
ease screenings. 
On Feb. 1, federal agents 
investigated 
an






the San Joaquin Valley 































00' $2,591. Or about
 $49. a month.' 
Macintosh 
Performa-
 6115 w/CD 
8MB 
R4M/350M8
 hard drive, CD-ROM 
drive. 
5" color 
display,  keyboard, mouse and 
all 
the software you're 






















































 too many 
times. 
BUY  AN APPLE MACINTOSH 
NOW.
 PAY FOR IT LATER: 
We're not just making it easier for you to buy a 
Macintosh: we're making it easier 
for you to huy something else you really
 need - time. Because for a limited 
time, with the 
Apple  computer Loan and 90 -Day Deferred 
Payment  Plan, you can 
own a Macintosh personal 





without  making a single payment for 90
 days: 






forms  and 
already great student pricing,
 and the 
easy -to -use 
Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple 
Computer  Loan and 90 -Day 
Deferred Payment Plan. The solution 
that  gives you the 
power every
 student needs. 
The  





For all of your  computer needs 
visit 
Spartan
 Bookstore Computer Department
  924-1809 
Prices subject to change without notice. See store for details. 
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San Jose State University
 
had
 competed as a 
country  
at the 1968 
Olympics  in 
Mexico City, it 
would  have fin-
ished seventh in track and 
field. 
"One little team  five 
Olympic medals. No other col-
legiate 




Smith in a recent interview. 
He 
brought home a gold medal 
that year in 
the 200-meter 
dash. "We were called 'Speed 
City, he said. 
Lee




relay)  and 
Ronnie Ray 
Smith  (400-meter 
relay) also won 
gold medals. 





Smith  and Carlos are 
remembered
 for having raised 
their fists on the 
award  stand, a 
symbol of black 
power. They 
were sent home
 from the 
Olympics
 but were not 
stripped 
of their medals. 
Now a coach 
at Santa Monica 
College.  Tommie 
Smith  keeps 
his medal "at 
home  with all the 
other 
hardware,"  he said. "It's 
one of those 














won the NCAA 
championship,  
the only SJSU 
men's  team ever 















field at SJSU 




















quality runners to SJSU. 
"That's why I came there 




 sprinter during 
1959-1961 
and  a 1961 alumnus 
of SJSU.
 "I was on my 
way to 
USC,"  Poynter said. 
He now coaches at 
Silver 
Creek High School 
in San Jose. 




 said. "All 
PHOTo  
cOURTESY  OF SJSU





























 won a bronze 
medal  
in 





 Bobby Poynter. a San Jose State University 
alumnus from 1961, is now a physical education 
teacher
 and the head track coach at 
Silver Creek High School in San Jose. Poynter was





of us ranked real high in the 
world. You could start here." He 
held his arm
 up in the air. "And 
go all the way down my arm
 
with Bud Winter stars," he said. 
John 
Carlos




Carlos,  "a 
streetwise
 kid from New
 York or 
New Jersey 
came out here for 
the 1968 
Olympics,"  said John 
Hendershott,  a 1970 SJSU 
alum-
nus and 




Field News. And then 
Carlos stayed on 
to go to 
school. 
With "his 
special  rocket 
start,"
 Carlos ran the 
world's  
first 9 -second flat
 100 -yard 
dash May 3, 1969,
 at the SJSU 
Invitational track 
meet.  
For that meet, 
an additional 
400 seats had 
to be installed to 
accommodate the
 large turnout. 
Over 4,000 
fans paid 50 cents 
each to watch
 "Speed City" race 
on the 
Spartan track, the same 
track which opened in 1968
 and 
is on South Campus across
 from 
Spartan Stadium today. 
A few weeks
 later, Carlos won 
the NCAA championship in both 
the 
100 -and 220 -yard dash at 
Knoxville, Tenn. Carlos now 
coaches




Tommie  Smith began setting 
world 
records  for SJSU in 1965 
when he ran 
a 20 -second 220 -
yard dash. Smith 
said he held 
18 world records





 the old dirt 
Spartan track, Smith
 ran a 44.5 
400-meters and 
44.8 in the 440-
yards. Both were world 
records.  
"You 
could  double dip like 
crazy,"Hendershott  said, "by 
scoring two world
 records in 
one 
race." There would be two 
tapes, one at 400-meters and 
the second at 
440-yards. But the 
PHOTO BY JOHN STIRLER  SPARTAN DAILY 
time 
could  count for two 
records. Smith also 
set world 
records in the 200-meters and 
220-yards. 
another  "two for 
one,"  said Hendershott. 
Patrick Shane, now 
a track 
and field coach at Brigham 
Young University,
 remembers 
when he was a 
student
 at BYU, 
and SJSU came to Utah to 
run in 
a dual 
meet,  "back in the old 
rah
-rah days." 
It was 1967 and 
Tommie  
Smith was a senior at SJSU. 
"Speed City" roared out onto 
BYU turf and ran a 
lap. Then, 
after "carrying the San Jose 
State flag around the track, they
 
put it in a stand in the middle
 of 
the field," Shane said, and 
warmed up for the meet. 
Shane said the event of 
the 
day was to watch Tommie Smith 
race.  
That same year,
 the Spartans 
ran in 
the  indoor Golden State 
Invitational at the Cow Palace in 
San Francisco against USC. One 
of the competitors was O.J. 
Simpson, whom the Spartan 




the  60- and 160 -yard 
dash against 
SJSU's Lee Evans. 
Evans won both. 
At the 1968 
Olympics,
 Evans 
set a world record
 in the 400 -
meter dash of 43.86, breaking
 
his own world record of 44.06 
set at the Olympic trials. 
This record held
 for 20 years 
and became one of the longest 
standing individual world track 
records in history. 
Evans, now a coach in Qatar, 




In 1988 "Speed City" ran out 
of gas. Bud Winter had died in 
1985.
 Three years later SJSU cut 
track and field from 
its athletic 
program. 
"When they destroyed track, 
they destroyed their sports," 
Poynter said. "Now it's difficult 
for SJSU to be real good at any-
thing." 
PHOTO BY COREY RICH
  SPARTAN DAILY 
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Lee Evans, winner of two gold medals in the 1968 Olympics, 
crosses the 
finish  line May  12, 1972. 
When the 
school eliminated 




and women's field hockey. 
"SJSU




mance of its student
 athletes," 
said Lawrence Fan, director
 of 
sports information at SJSU. 
Money from travel, equipment, 
insurance and coach salaries 













coach at SJSU 
at the time, tells a dif-
ferent story. 
"They wanted 
to bring In a strength 
coach at football.. And 
they 






 not happy. 
"It is 
heartbreaking  
to see the 
University drop 
track and field 
and see the track






weeds  fringe 
the  edges 
of the
 track forming 
a green bor-
der.  A 10 -inch 










 the track which













































the Bay Area Sports
 Hall of 
Fame, 
Wednesday
 night in San
 
Francisco,  along with Vida
 Blue, 
Curt Flood and Eddie Joost 
6 
San Jose State Universfty
 SPARTAN DAILY
 
SPORTS   
Senators










  On 
the  
day before 









 up with the




baseball's  antitrust 
exemption  
dragged on for
 almost the 
length of a 
postseason  game  
3 hours, 56 
minutes
  and no 
votes
 were taken. But both
 act-
ing
 commissioner Bud Selig and 
union 
head Donald Fehr were 
reprimanded.  
"Please
 spare me 
that  you 
have to 
have  this or that for 
baseball to survive. It is pure 
humbug. 
Babble,"  Sen. Alan 
Simpson, R-Wyo., said 
after  Selig 
insisted baseball 
needed the 
exemption. "If it is so darned 
good and as essential as moth-
er's milk,
 then why isn't base-
ball being played?" 
"I'm mad that we're even 
here 
trying to deal with this 
as a 
Congress," said Sen. Joseph 
Biden, D-Del., who proposed 




 said he would vote 
to remove the exemption, but 
only after the strike ends. Sen. 
Arlen Specter, R -Pa., criticized 
players 
for striking last Aug. 12 
and chastised 
owners  for not 





 in major 
league baseball go deeper
 than 
this strike," said subcommittee 
chairman Strom 
Thurmond,  R-
S.C.,  92, who was born 10 
months before the
 first World 
Series 
game







ness rights and 
competition was 
on the bills  nearly
 a dozen of 
them  to repeal the exemption 
from antitrust laws that owners 
gained in 
a 1922 Supreme Court 
decision. 
But the strike 
dominated  the 
discussion. Selig and manage-
ment lawyer Chuck O'Connor 
for the first time claimed some 
teams may go 
broke  this year  
even with replacement players. 




















Committee, wanted to 
know  
why teams won't allow 
players
 
to return under the terms of the 




 of our franchises, 
senator, that is an absolute dis-
aster," Selig testified. "There are 
teams  and 
let me try to 
explain why  
significant  num-
ber of players are signed at con-
tracts that reflect last year's 
rev-




"There's been very little sales 
in radio and television. Ticket 
sales are 
down.  The national 
package is obviously dormant 
right now because nobody 
66 
knows what to 
do.  
"If you take that salary struc-
ture and you weighed it against 
what clubs may
 take in this 
year, there 
are   whether its 
small, medium or large  
the 
effect on the small markets 
would be an out-and-out 
disas-
ter. But the medium 
and larger 





 Selig on 
whether owners would lock
 out 
players if the union ended the 
strike without an agreement. 
Selig refused to 
If 
(baseball)  is so 











 Alan Simpson 
R-Yryo.  




a decision we 
would have to 
make at the 
point time in 
time," he said. 
"We'd





Hatch, based on 
whether or not 
we have clubs 
that could make 
it through the season. And by 
the way, I submit to you, I think 
there are a significant number 
of clubs that probably could not 
make it through the season." 
Owners broke news 
on a few 
fronts: 
 O'Connor said the Canadian 
government told
 the Montreal 
Expos they could use replace-
ment players in Quebec. 
 Selig said all season ticket -
holders could get refunds for 
games 
with replacements and 
not lose their seats. 
 Selig committed owners to 
keeping  the playoffs and World 
Series on free network televi-
sion for the next 15 years. 
Education
 is enough
 for athletes 
This letter is in 












 Jose State 
athletics.  
Chris 




 ii you didn't
 vote for the 
IRA fee increase,
 you have no 
right to an 
opinion
 on the state 
of athletics
 here at 
SJSU.  I take 
extreme







































































































































































































behind it. Bragg feels 
that if the 
IRA fee increase had 
gone 
through, SJSU would be 
able to 
compete  with schools such
 as 
Notre Dame and North 
Carolina 
for recruits. What more can a 
school offer a student-athlete 
than to pay for an 
education  in 
return for his 
performance on 
the court or field. 
As far as I am 
aware, San 
Jose
 State already 
offers 
scholarships  for athletes.
 
I would be 
surprised  to learn 
that the 





 Notre Dame is 
a higher 
quality one 
than they would get 
at SJSU.
 Your education 
is what 
you make
 of it. The fact
 is that 
Notre Dame 
and such are 
big  
media 





 is not going to 
change in 
the  near future. 
Regardless of the number 
of
 
scholarships SJSU offers, 
we
 
will never be able to compete 
with those 
powerhouses. The 
answer is not more weight 





one needs and 
should







 for funds. 
As SJSU enters the
 WAC, I'm 
afraid that our
 horizons will not 
be
 very bright. I don't know the 
solution
 to the recruiting prob-
lem, but I do know what it isn't. 
and Bragg's attempt 
to blame 
students
 for the state of 
our  ath-





























 Day Servers 
(Min 8 years of age) 
 Pizza, Pasta, Pantry, 
Prep Cooks 
Apply in person
 daily, Tues.-Sun., 
9am-11



















7,d :kploca.r me on equal oppoeuney employe,
 andenooinag  of 
 Host/ass 

 Counteriake-Out  
 
Dishvioshers/Bussers  
During an exchange with 
Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., 
Selig  
appeared to 
say owners didn't 
object to the union's plans to 
have 
four All -Star teams of strik-
ing players 
compete




 object to 
some of these 
major leaguers 
going out and 
forming  their own 
teams, if they can 
find
 places to 
play?" Leahy 
asked. 
"No, we wouldn't," 
Selig  said. 
"The
 answer is no." 
O'Connor later said Selig mis-
understood the question, but 
Selig insisted there
 was no mis-
take. O'Connor 
also revealed 
the news about the Expos. 
"We 
were  advised today by 
Montreal 
that  the Minister of 
Labor will allow (replacement)
 
players to come into Quebec," 
he said. 
Frank
 Casey, another manage-
ment lawyer, said Expos presi-
dent Claude Brochu told him 
the Canadian government will 
make a regulatory change. 
"I'm not aware that there's 
been any decision made yet," 
said Pam Cullen, a spokes-
woman for the Canadian 
Immigration Department. 
Toronto is barred by Ontario 
law from using replacements
 at 
the SicyDome and has asked the 
American League to let  the Blue 
Jays play regular -season home 
games in Dunedin, Fla., its 
spring training base. 
Selig sidestepped questions 
about the Baltimore Orioles,
 the 
only club refusing to sign 
replacements.  The AL has 
threatened to take 
over  the 
team or to 
fine Orioles owner 
Peter Angeles 
$250,000





that women's golf, one of our only 
successful  ath-
letic programs. isn't even a spectators sport." 
The Spartan Daily sports 
department  invites students, fac-
ulty, athletes, and coaches to express opinions concerning 
its content. Viewpoints
 submitted don't entirely need to 
focus on 
campus  athletics, professional, minor league, or 
any sports topic is 
encouraged.  
Any letter for the sports 
section should mailed or dropped 
off in the Letter to the Editor's 
box in the Spartan Daily 
newsroom, Dwight Bentel Hall 209. Make sure 
it clearly 
states that its destination is the
 sports department 
If mailed, please address the envelope: Sports 
Editor, 
Spartan Daily, School of Journalism and Mass 
Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington
 
Square, San Jose, CA 95192, or fax articles to (408) 924-3237. 
Articles sent must contain the author's name. address, 
phone number, signature and major, or title. 
All entries should be less than 250 words. 
Submissions  
should be typed or submitted on a 3.5 -inch
 disk using 
Microsoft Word on the 
Macintosh,
 Including a printed copy. 
Submissions become
 property of the Spartan Daily and 
will be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. 
Sales, 
Marketing,  
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Rally against racist fliers 
BERKELEY (AP)  A grassy 
courtyard at the University 
of
 
California law school rang with 
speeches denouncing the poli-
tics of 
hate
 Wednesday as stu-
dents rallied against racist fliers 
found in the mailboxes of 
minorities. 
The messages were 
the  sec-
ond such incident 
in two 
months at 
Boalt  Hall, UC 
Berkeley's law school, and some 
blamed them on 
a climate of 
intolerance
 they say is pervad-
ing California. 
The vitriolic, poorly punctuat-
ed 
message found in 
mailboxes  
last Saturday 
began  with the 




 affirmative action 
month."
 
Campus officials vowed to 
track down the sender. 
"The author of these
 hateful 
words seems to 
believe  that 
people 
of
 color do not belong at 
Boalt. The author
 is wrong," 
said Dean Herma 
Hill  Kay. 
Chancellor 
Chang -Lin Tien 


















..iys, I lain 






delivered an impassioned 
speech about 
his own struggles 
as an 
immigrant.
 He recalled 
that when he moved 
to 
Berkeley,
 in 1959, he 




parts of the 





 I stand before you as 
chancellor 
of this university," 
he declared,
 drawing cheers 
from
 the more than 200 stu-
dents 
who attended the rally. 
Still, Tien said issues of race 
in American 
society
 never go 
away. 
"Inevitably, it 
seems,  the melt-
ing 
pot boils over. We are in one 
of those
 periods now," he said, 
pointing  to the state's 
flagging
 






which  would deny most public 
services to 







 and women 
in public 
institutions  and a simi-
lar ballot
 measure, the 
California Civil Rights Initiative, 
has
 been proposed. 
Affirmative action policies at 
Boalt came under
 fire in 1992, 
when the Education Depart-
ment's Office for Civil Rights 
said 
the  school improperly 
shielded minorities from com-
petition with other applicants. 
Although  Boalt officials dis-
puted the finding, the law 
school agreed to change its pro-
gram. 
The school has remained 
diverse, the entering class last 
fall was 40 percent minority. 
At the 
rally, Dean Kay vowed 
to defend Boalt's 
admissions 
policies 
"with  every breath I 
draw." 
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 will team up 
with  their col-
leagues today 
to discuss the new 
era of 
relations between 
the  United States and 
contemporary  Russia. 
The  panel will take place 
from noon to 2 





panelists  include SJSU profes-
sors Michael 
Boll  and Sharyl Cross; 
U.S. Air Force 
Colonel  James Slagle; 
and Igor 
Zevelev,
 a professor of pol-
itical science who 
is visiting SJSU 
from the 
Institute of World Econ-
omy  and International relations, a promi-
nent 
think tank in the Russian 
Academy  of Sciences. 
Based on their 
travels to Russia and 
their work at the United States Air 
Force  
University/Air
 War College, the panelists 
will focus their 
discussions  on Russian 
politics, economics, foreign 





 sponsored by SJSU's
 politi-
cal science and 
history
 departments and 
the World Forum 
of
 Silicon Valley. 
Panel member 
Zevelev  is excited about 
participating
 in the panel
 and hopes SJSU 
will have future 
panels,  on different 
top-
ics, if 
this one proves 
popular. 
"It's 









 and also as 
a potential 




"Russia  Is the 
only  country 
in the world 
that
 can completely





 said, "so it's 
important  that we 
know about 
what





important  for 
international
 trade between 






 California and 
Silicon  Valley, 
which have joint 
ventures with Russia
 in 
the computer industry. 
"It's a great 
opportunity  to have a pan-
el of leading authorities











chair of the 
political science depart-
ment.
 "It's a chance for us to get the 
newest analysis on something
 that is con-
stantly changing." 
Cultural
 literacy: a 
new
 







If you were a Chinese-
American studying in 
Australia, 
you could learn a lot more 
about the subject if you were 
able to look at it from an 
Australian point of view. 
"Every time we pick up 
something to read, we can 
only
 read it one way depending 
on our cultural 
background," 
said Denise Murray, who 
will expand on the concept 
of cultural
 literacy today 




who  is chair of the 
San Jose State University 
department
 of linguistics and 
language 
development,  will 
be presenting "The Power
 
of Multiple Voices," a discussion 
being  sponsored by the 
SJSU center for 
Literary Arts 









read, we can only 
read it one 
way  
depending




SJSI. dulr of the department 
of linguistics and language development
 
Cultural literacy refers to 
being sensitive to different cul-
tures 
and different languages 
that have been adopted into a 
society. 
"We, individually in a society, 
are stronger
 if we allow multiple 
voices to be heard," Murray 
said.
 
E.D. Hirsch Jr., was the first 
to use the term 'cultural litera-
cy' in his 
co-authored  book 
"The 
Dictionary  of Cultural 
Literacy" and 
defines  it as "what 
every 




nary "has a very 
narrow  view. 
(Cultural literacy) is broader 
then what he has claimed," she 
said. She believes it covers a 
much 
wider spectrum then the 
words he lists in 
the dictionary. 
Murray is the editor of the 
recently
 released book, "Di-ver-
sity and 
Resource: Redefining 
Cultural  Literacy," which is 
a 
collection 
of the growth of cul-
tural and 
linguistic  diversity 




In a press release,
 Alan 
Soldofsky,  director of the Center 
for Literary 
Arts, says Murray's 
book is, "A 
wonderful  resource 
for teachers, teacher educators 
and
 anyone trying to under-
stand the fabric of our changing 
American culture -particularly
 in 
a place as culturally
 diverse as 
Silicon Valley." 
Murray, who 
has been at SJSU 
for ten years, has also
 worked in 
Australia, England
 and 







as a medium 
of Communi-
cation" was the first language 




 1995, Murray's 
newest book titled "Knowledge 
Machines:
 Language and 
Information in a Technological
 
Society" will be released. 
Murray was recently
 appoint-
ed president elect of TESOL, 
the international professional 
organization for Teachers of 
English to Speakers of Other 
Languages. This is a volunteer 
organization headquartered in 
Alexandria, Va., with 
20,000  edu-
cators






LOS ANGELES (AP)  Gov. 







ton pick up California's tab for 
housing and paroling illegal 
alien criminals. 
"All of those costs are being 
borne by state taxpayers and 
that is wrong," Wilson said. 
"The cost
 results from federal 
failure. The federal government 
should pay for the costs of that 
system."
 
Wilson unveiled for reporters 
a state report that estimates 
California will spend more than 
$500 million in the coming
 year 
to imprison





"And the cost we're suffering 
cannot be 
measured in tax dol-
lars alone," he said. "We need to 
protect the safety of innocent, 
law-abiding Californians." 
The governor said blame 
rests solely on the federal gov-
ernment for its failure to effec-
tively stem the tide of illegals 
entering
 the state from Mexico. 
Echoing the recommenda-
tions of the 
study,  Wilson said 
Washington should assume 
responsibility for prosecuting 
illegal 
aliens involved in crimi-
nal activities or reimburse 
California if it does.
 
The government should also 
renegotiate transfer treaties 
with Mexico 
and  other coun-
tries to remove a 
provision  
requiring the 
prisoner's  consent 
on being 
returned
 to his coun-
try of origin. Wilson said. 
And once deported, criminal 
illegals should not be allowed to 
return to California to commit 
crimes again, he said. 
"Too 
often,
 these prisoners 
are paroled and the INS does 
not deport them," Wilson said. 
'When they do, they are taken 
by bus and dumped at the bor-
der in Tijuana ... all too often 
they beat the bus back to LA." 
The study, conducted at 
Wilson's request by 
the  state 
Board of Prison Terms, 
said  that 
the population of illegal 
immi-
grants in 
California's  prisons 
has
 soared from 5,600 to 18,300 
in the past seven years. 
CAFE 
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 with Bay 
Area
 
organizations,  authorities say 
SAN
 FRANCISCO





















 late Friday 
at his 
home
 in the state of 
Chiapas,  
accused of being among
 the top 
five 
leaders
 in the Zapatista 
rebellion
 and an aid to 
Sub-
comandante Marcos. 
Santiago, who works with 
community  groups in Chiapas,
 




San Francisco Bay area resi-
dents say 
Santiago has helped 
them 
organize






claim  fa products
 or 
earvIces adverthed 
below  nor Is 
there soy guorantee kiadled. The 
ciewifled oakum'
 of the Spartan
 




 not appeoved or 








needed to help individuals 
with mental illness
 become 
independent! Flexible hours! 
Training and support given. 
Gain practical experience for 
psychology, social work, OT, 
nursing or 
related  fields. 




 - AMERICAN  
sri.dents needed to participate in 
research on ethnic 
identity
 & 




ART STUDENTS! MAKE MONEY 
on your 
arts & crafts. For more 
info,
 call Dora at 578-3446. 
NEW 
EMINENT DENTAL PLAN: 
Exams and x-rays no charge. 
SAVE MONEY and your teeth. 
Enroll  now! 
For brochure see A.S. Office or 
call (800) 655-3225. 
FAST FUNDRAISER - isles $500 
in 5 days Greeks, 
groups.
 clubs, 
motivated individuals. Fast, 
easy- No financial obligation. 
1-800-775-3851 ext. 33. 
FREE PAGER! For just desirating 
NTC as your long distance carrier. 
Ask about our 20t/min,  
anytime, 
anywhere,  never a surcharge
 
calling card. NTC A 
new kind of 
long distance
 co., where talk is 
cheap. 
408-865-0873.  
ADOPTION: We're  
happily  
married couple (preschool teacher/ 
lawyer) who wishes to adopt a 
newborn baby. 
We
 will provide a 
secure loving
 home, extended 
family, and 2 silly Bassett Hound 
dogs who love kids. 
too!
 We will 
love this child with all our hearts. 
If you are 
considering  adoption 
please call us, 









Sperm  Donor. 
Healthy males, 






























thick  futon. 
The 
lowest





 Ln. San 
Jose,  CA. 
PREPAID 
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higher 
PCs. 
























































































































































 in Chiapas and 
last summer took a 
vacation 
in the Bay area and 
also visited 
his ex-wife, who is 
American,
 
and his three 
sons
 in San Diego. 
"He definitely 
worked 
through the law to 
help peas-
ants who were trying to get 
land
 and basic education," 
said 
Berkeley resident Diana 
Koncar, who 
has known 
Santiago for 18 years. 
"We went to 
the  Exploratori-
um. We went to 
the beach 
in Santa Cruz," 
she  said. It 
is most unlikely
 that one of 
the top rebel 











rebelled  on 
Jan. 1, 1994, demanding great-
er 
democracy  across Mexico 
as well 
as rights and 
ser-
vices




More than 145 
people  were 
killed before a 




 into rebel 
territory  last 
week,
 breaking a 
yearlong
 truce. But







 be halting 
its drive to 











IDEX, of San 
Francisco since 
1992 to fund a 




Indian villages in 
Chiapas.  
He met with IDEX 
June
 20 in 
San Francisco to discuss the 
store, said Barbara Wenger, 






serve as a mediator in 
peace 
talks with the Zapatistas 
last 
year, also spoke about
 the situa-
tion in Chiapas. 
Wenger said 
the  government 
may have singled out Santiago 
"because he works with indige-
nous people (in Mexico) - not 
giving them charity, but by help-














 (AP) - 
The Board of 
Supervisors  
has passed a 
resolution  





 of its weekly 
meetings, at 







 some of the most
 
raucous anywhere, as 
a 








 protests and, 
at times, witty 
repartee  
The weekly sessions begin 
at 2 p.m. Monday 
and often 
go past 5 













and  Oprah Winfrey 
- a show the 
Journal
 com-
pared their meetings to. 
If Mayor Frank Jordan 
approves the supplemental  
funds necessary to buy cam-
eras arid equipment for the 
broadcast,
 the supervisors 
could go live within a few 
months,
 said Supervisor 
Angela Allot°. 
"This is just a way of ... let-
ting government go right into 




 III FAX: 924-3282 
COFFEE: 
Java 
Mia, a San Jose 
based cor-








We are presently 








the  following 
opportunities:  
TE.ESALES AGENTS 
Our Call Center is 
hiring  P/T 









skills,  pleasant phone 
manner







Our  off -sight Fulfillment 









 & attention to details, 
some order processing experi-
ence in a 
warehouse  environment 
is 
desired  and a flexible 
schedule.  
Great for students!! 
P/T SHIPPING SUPERVISOR 
Our  off-sight Fulfillment 
Center  
has an opening for a 
part-time  
supervisor. Position requires an 
outgoing, friendly, professional 
personality,  PC skills, fulfillment
 
and supervisory 
experience  in a 
warehouse
 environment. Must 
enjoy 
working with people 
& have 
a flexible  schedule. Position
 may 
develop into a full-time opportunity. 
SEND RESUME TO: 
Java Ma, P.O. Pox 2337.
 San Jose, 
CA 95109, or Far: 
(408)  2933341. 
No phone calls please.
 EOE 







ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE 
FULL TRAINING 
EXCELLENT BENEFITS 
Credit Union / Paid 
Vacations
 
Medical/Dental  Insurance 









3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara. 
Nee 1018 Sal Tcmas Expressway. 
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY for major 
personality and/or future market-
ing 
professional  implementing pro-
motions 
for  beer company at 
clubs/bars in Bay Area. Full time 
April-Nov. Good pay and 
internship  
possibilities. Must be 21 years of 
age. Send resume (and some-
thing 
creative,  interesting, or 
entertaining if you really want to 












SCHOOL  JOBS. 
Hiring  




Starting  at $10/hour, 
up 
to 5250/week. Jobs filled 
1st 
come 1st serve
 basis. Call 
408-249-8446 today! 
$ 
DRIVERS  $ 
Excellent 2nd job 
Takeout Taxi 
Restaurant





 Flex hrs. 
Own Car. 
Good
 DMV & 
Ins.  Req. 


















MOUNTAIN MIKES PIZZA 
Delivery driver & 
kitchen help. 
Earn to $8.00/hr. in wages, tips 
and commission.
 Please apply at 




 SCHOOL YEAR 
The Modesto City Schools 
District is seeking qualified 
Math & Science teachers! 
Excellent salary & benefits! 
Call Darth Miller (209) 576-4151 
for further 
information.  E.O.E. 
TEACHERS Many Opportunities 
FT/PT 
positions  for preschools & 
school -age day care programs. 
Great job for 
male  or female
 
students. Prefer 6-12 units in 




Advancement & growth, great 
benefits for fulltime. Many times 
we can wee( around your schedule. 
Call Small World Schools 
408-257-7320.
 
$ EARN EXTRA CASH 
up to $120/week! 
Become
 a Sperm Donor. 
Healthy
 males. 19-34 years old. 
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty 
Contact California Cryobank 
415-324-1900, M -F, 8-5pm. 
GRAPHIC DESIGNER (students 
only) for A.S. Campus Recreation 
needed. Exper. w/Mac req'd. 
(Illustrator, %press, Photo -
Shop desired). Must be able 
to work independently, and 
effectively communicate with 
a team in a recreational setting.
 






 during sem. 
30-35 hrs/wk during 
breaks.
 
Apply  by March 22, 5pm in 
Student Activities. 924-5950. 
PT ADMIN FOR
 LAW FIRM. Light 
phones, filing & bookkeeping. 
Flexible 
schedule,  15-20 hrs/wk. 
Computer & 
people
 skills a must. Cox 
&
 





P/T evening positions 
for 
articulate and motivated per-
sons 
with  opportunity for 
advancement, travel & benefits. 
Silicon
 Valley Tonics Coalition. 
Call 288-7882, 1- 4p.m. E.O.E. 
SUBSTITUTES.
 Small World 
Schools is hiring students to work 
as substitute teachers
 in our 19 
preschool and school -age day 
care programs. Prefer 6-12 units 
in Child Development,  Recreation,
 
Psychology,
 or Education. 
This  
is a great posiiton for 
both male 
or 
female  students. We can work 
around most school schedules - 
even if you
 are only available 1 or 




$13.00 PER HOUR 
TO START! 
Sales  -Weekends & 
Evenings.  
Green Thumb
 Lawn Service 






 our circulars! 
For info 
call 202-298-8957. 
Certain advertisements in 
these columns may refer the 
reader to specific telephone 
numbers or addr   for 
additional information. 
Classified readers should be 
reminded that, when making 
these further contacts, they 
should require 
complete  
information before sending 
money for goods or senIces. 
In  addition, readers 
should
 
carefully investigate all firms 
offering employment listings 
orcoupons for discount 
vacations 
or merchandise. 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn to $20./hr. Day/Eve. 1 or 2 
week classes. (415) 968-9933. 
International Bartenders School. 
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Help 
a childless couple become 
family. Carry a child for an 
infertile couple. Excellent 
compensation: $17,000 + 
expenses. 800-308-7367. 
INSIDE SALE, PART-TIME flexible
 
hours, for outgoing telephone 
personality
 fa national at company 
near SJSU. Beverly 995-5905. 







Earn up to 
$3.000-$6,000+  per 




 Female No 
experience necessary. Call (206) 
5454155 
ext.  A60412. 
CRUISE SHIPS
 HIRING Earn Lc 
to $2.000+/month. 
World travel. 
Seasonal & full-time positions.
 
No cop necessary. For info.
 call 
1-206-634-0468
 ext. C60412. 
OPPORTUNITIES 
12 YEAR 
OLD  NATURAL FOOD 
company seeks 
hard working 
entrepreneurs. We'll help you 
(and 
your
 family?) start your 
own business. Low costs, 
VERY 






 ENCOURAGED to 
apply. Call Dr. Wexler 
for appoint-




 Insurance Service 
Special Student Programs 
Serving SJSU for 20 years 
"Great Rates for Good Drivers" 
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS 
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car" 





 open Saturdays 9-2. 
SPORTS/THRILLS
 
100% PURE ADRENALINE! 





skydrvingl Tandem. Accelerated 
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.  SJSU 
student owned and operated.
 
BAY AREA SKYDIVING 
1-519634-7575 
SPORTS 
SCORES & INFO 
Nationwide,  ugi dated every
 15 min. 
1-900988.2704 $2.49 per min. 
Age 18 + & touch
















Mexico. Hawaii, Disney. 
Call
 for Lowest 
Fares  
Everywhere,
 all the time. 







2 ocirm./1 bath 
Rent starting 
at 







9th & E. 
William
 St. Call 
Tricia  or Robert 
971-0869. 
GATEWAY
 APTS. Free 
cable. 
Laundry room.
 Rent starting at 
$750./mo.  4th and E. William 
St. 
947.0803, Noel or 




 Security type 
building 








 Basic Cable 
service 
 Laundry Room 
Village
 Apts. 576 




11TH  STREET APTS. 
Large 2 bdrrn/2 ba. 
Very  clean. 
Security type
 bldg. Laundry. Cable. 
Ample parking. 
Quiet  with good 
neighbors. Walk 
or  ride bike to 









 ROOM w/ sep
 
entrarce.
 by Feb 2801 Close to SJSU. 
For
 mature nansmokirg
 prof. student 





 WANTED Share. clean 
Condo in solo 
quiet  neighborhood. 
1/2 block to Light RailiFyry.
 AS.
 
W/D & Jacutri. Own 
Room. 
$350. per mo. Call 
229.1018.
 
2 ROOMS TO 
RENT - $295. EA 4 
1, F., 
WI Araii. 





A GREAT PLACE TO UVEI
 Close 
to campus, secure,
 meals incl., 










 Cosmetics by Trish. 
Enhance  your natural beauty! 
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows. 
Expires June lst, 1995. 
4084793500 
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow 
621 E. Campbell
 Ave. #17, 
Campbell. CA 95008. 
HAVING A 
BAD HAIR DAY? 
Say 
no more! 
Come  to Mu 
lticuts
 
Beauty Salon. We 
guarantee  the 
Best Haircuts, 
Styles,  Perms and 
the Best Customer 
Service
 in town. 
Students & Faculty: Bring I.D. & 
receive a discount on any
 service. 
Multicuts  is located inside The 
Multicultural 








call  now for appt.  
297-7589.  
Ask  for Ma, a 
Professional
 Stylist 















335 S. Baywood Ave.
 San Jose, 
247-7486. 
TYPING 
FASTEST TYPIST IN 
SAN JOSE! 
Accuracy
 is my speciarry. Fast tum 
around.




 Worked with 
SJSU 
students for 
15 years. Located 10 
minutes horn 
campus.  Reasonable 




dcre  always. Call Jane 
at 
Perfect Paper. (408)937.0373. 
WORD PROCESSING
 
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED 
Professional Word Processing! 
Theses. Term Papers, Nursing & 
Grcup Projects. Resumes. Letters. 
Manuscripts, etc. 
WordPerfect  5.1, 
HP Laser I. Air forrnats.
 specializing 
in APA. 
Spelling,  punctuation and 
grammatical
 editing. 
Free  disc 
storage.  All work guaranteed! 
Worry free. decerviable, and prompt 
service. To mod dsappointment, 
call  
now to reserve your time! Call 
PAM 247-2681 (8am.8pm) 
Plus 
Sme Additional If&Per Referral? 
WORD







papers Group projects 
*Thesis Letters Applications 
 Resumes *Tape transcription, etc. 
Nursing/Math/Science/English.  




















Resumes, editing, graphics 









NORMA'S TYPING SERVICE 
Evening/Weekend appts. As,, I. 
Fax Modem/HP LaserPrIntinc 
Resumes,  Letters,  Theses. 
Spreadsheets. Copying. etc. 
I CAN MEET YOUR TYPING NEEDS 
Low  charge by 
page  
Ayala* anytime
 after 12:00prn 
call (408)
 238-5089. 
CALL fAARCIA 266-9448 








  MLA 
Grammar, PJrytuation. Arasrg 
Tables
 
/Charts./disk  edit 
PasmatIonii






CLASSIFIED  - 
LOCAL 
RATES 







 ad here. Line is 30 
spaces, including letters, 
numbers, punctuation & 





















s linos $7 
$9 
6 lbws $6 
$10 























 day, rate 
Increases  by 
$1
 per day. 
First line (25 
spaces) set in 




 available in 






 10-14 lines: $90 






Send check or money 
order  to 









 desk is located in
 Owighl 
Bentel 
Hall Room 209 
 Deadline 10 00 a 
m two weekdays before publication 
 
All ads are prepaid III No refunds on 
cancelled
 ads 
III Rates for consecutive
 publications dates only
 
MI QUESTIONS?





































available  for these 
classifications.$5.00
 for a 3 










offered  free, 3 
lines
 for 3 













 Let me 00 1! for 
you! 
Resumes,  term papers & 
theses. 
APA format.
 $2.00 per double 




Cash only. Call Julie  445-0707.
 
SCHOLARSHIPS  
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE for 
College & Grad Students. Grades. 
SAT scores and age not always a 
factor. Recorded message gives 
details: 408-629-4098 X 112. 
NSW MONEY FOR COLLEGE? 
-Shadowhawk
 Entenxises"  wdl 
find it for 
you.  Recorded 








sector grants & scholarships is 
now 
available.  All students are 








& WOMEN  BARE IT ALL! 






tweezing  or 
using
 
chemicals.  Let us perma-
nently 





 etc. Students 8i faculty 
receive




 before June 1. 
1995. Hair Today













 I CHOSE his parents 
& we care 
deeply about each 
other.  If you're 
pregnant




 at nonprofit Center: 
4084864343. 






essays, theses,  articles, etc. For 
more 
info 





Emergencies  O.K. 
WRITING 
ASSISTANCE any 
subject. Why suffer and get  poor 
grades
 when help is just a call 
away? Harvard 
Ph.D. (former 
college teacher) assists with 
research  & writing. Tutorial 
also  






Samples & references available.
 








(415)525-0505...ask  for 
Daniel.
 
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK 




-Tires.  2336 El Camino 
Real, Santa Clara,  
Mork 




DRUG TEST INFO 
1 in 2 employers conduct 
drug  







to olow the facts. Learn about 
the drug testing process and how 
to test it. 1 -900,844-TEST. Cost: 































































worker's  tool 
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day  that 
your 
car is going
 to break 
down, and
 it's nice 
to know 
that you can 
just jump on 
the bus 
and not have 
to 
pay." said 
Alfonso  De Alba, TAP 
coordinator.  




per year for 
the 
next  two years. 
"We're hoping that we 
will 
keep it 
successful during the 
two-year 
period,"  De Alba said. 
The 
contract  between A.S. 
and the 
county  is scheduled 
to 
end Aug. 





students to use 
this  ser-
vice in 
order to make the 
agree-
ment
 pay off. 















 and it's 
been 
cost effective.
 It was 
a 
good 









gram,  and 
he

















overall  student 
life, 
which 
is to go to 
work  and to 
home,
 and if we were 
to
 include 
it (Highway 17) 
would  cost 
more,"  De Alba said. 







 in future 
works.  The goal 
is 
to combine




 the same 
cards  







From page 1 
ies is one-sided.












studies, critics say. 
"It's  just a 
matter  of 

















 but how 












," said Tern  Thamt-s, 
an SJSU 
psychology
 professor.  
Once 
society 
























studies  classes are 























 studies was con-
ceived




 the intellectual arm 
of 
the 
women's movement  and 
its sense 
of purpose has only 
gotten 
stronger
 through the 
years," said 
the Mother Jones 
article. 
Despite
 that genesis, the 
article said 
women's studies 
programs  welcome dissent 
and are 




In one of her 
women's  
studies classes. 
Thames  asked 
the students 
to raise their 
hands if 
they
 thought they 
were 
feminists. Only





However, Thames then told
 
the class 
her  definition 
of feminism  eq lathy for 
everyone regardless )f 
race and 
gender. 
When  class ended that 




the above requirements are 
met, then the athlete 
declared 
ineligible  and can -
it practice or play in games. 
There is no 



















. . . be really disciplined," said 
Javier Ortiz, a football player 
and junior majoring in public 
relations. 
"Some people think 
we are pampered." 
Besides the full course load, 
athletics must 
You 
have  to really
 
work hard . . . be 
really  disciplined. 








wo full-time jobs, 
one as a stu-
dent and the other as an ath-
lete. 
They can only work during 
summer
 vacation and long 
breaks like
 winter and 
spring 
breaks. 
"It's  kind of 
good,
 if sports Is 
their thing, 
they can focus 
on 
that 










 don't have to 
do any of 
that." said Sandy
 Nash, a junior
 
majoring
 in journalism. 
h.. ve to 




















financial aid workshops, an 
organized study 
center  and 
other workshops are 
available, 
depending on what the 
students 
need at the time. 
"They are students 
first  and 
athletes second," Lewis said 
"A lot 




(though)  they're 
noth-




And yet "we are trying to 
get a good 
education
 and to do 
something for
 the school. 
"Give 









RIGHT:  Senior 
psychology  major 
Rick  Pisanu 
juggles a 
pair of "meditation
 sticks' on 
Tower  
Lawn
 Friday.  
PHOTO








 afternoon with a 
little game of frisbee.
 
PHOTO BY CHRISTIAN
 DEL ROSAR/O  SPARTAN
 DAILY 
Man 
wakes  up 
after  
being  in coma 
GREENBRAE
 (AP) A young 
man who came 
out of a coma 
after  his life 
support
 systems 
were removed spent 
Valentine's  
Day with his 
mother,
 who called 
his 
recovery
 "a miracle." 





 at Mann General
 
Hospital,




into  the coma 
after he was hit 
by
 a car Feb. 2 
and 
underwent
 two brain opera-
tions. He was
 taken off life sup-
port 
systems  Sunday. 
His mother, Julie Christine, 
waited for him to die. 
But Monday morning 
her  son 
woke up. 
"He reached for me, and 
squeezed my hand," she said. "I 
was crying. I told him I 
loved 
him. He mouthed 'I love you.
"I love you" 
were also the last 
words the mother
 heard as her 
son 
was wheeled into 
surgery
 
following  the accident. 
"It's just a 





Martin  was "defi-
nitely a fighter." 
"Younger 





 they are 
written off, 
but they come back 







The  doctors "prefer 
not to 
make a specific 
prognosis at 
this time," said 
hospital 
spokesman  Jay 
Silverberg.  
Christine conceded
 that she 
and her son have a 
long
 road 
ahead of them. 
"But he's here," she 
said.  
"Yesterday 
I was planning 
a funeral. 

















Monetary  Stipend 
Leadership  Experience 
Excellent Resume Credentials 
Applications available in the 
Associated 
Students  Office 
8:00am - 5:00pm : 3rd Floor - 
Student Union: 








Deadline!   
Thursday,  Feb 16 at 





From page 1 
of 20 horsepower," he said, "hut 
when you add three
 times the 
voltage you get three times the 
power, 
making  the the total 
horsepower 60." 
"Recharging  an EV is very 
simple," Parmenter said. "You 
simply plug it into a wall outlet 
when you get home at the end 
of the 
day." 
Parmenter said people who 
are 
considering  getting into an 
EV worry
 that the battery 
charger will
 burn out the circuit 
breakers in their homes. EVs 
use a slow charge rate of 10 to 
IS Amps overnight, which is the 
same way a washing machine, 
plugged into a 120 VAC 
outlet,  
uses power. 
James Young, public affairs 
person
 for the California State 
Automobile
 Association, arrived 
with
 his own EV, a Ford Ranger 
packing 20 six-volt batteries. 
He said combustion engines 












are  better for 
long trips be-
cause you




. . it is harder
 on a 
combustion  
engine  to go 
short  









 as a 
gasoline  
car,"
 he said. 
if you 
don't pay 






































long run it 
may be 
cheaper
 than using a 
combus-
tion  engine car. 
The only 
maintenance  cost 













MONTEREY (AP)  A fishing 
boat netted a live 
World  War II -
era mine 
off  the Central 
California coast Wednesday,
 
and military authorities evacu-
ated and isolated
 the vessel to 
defuse 
the  device. 
The Irene's 
Way  of Monterey 
fished the 7 -foot, four -finned 




 the Farallon Islands.
 
"It's a live Mark 13 naval 
mine, and it's carrying 750 






 the mine up on 
deck, the crew 
radioed  for help 
and returned to Monterey. They 
were ordered to remain a mile 
offshore, and the Coast Guard 
set 
up
 a half -mile safety zone 
around 
the boat. 
The five crewmen were safely 
removed in a 
Coast  Guard small 
boat, said 





 from Moffett Field 
reached
 the boat just before 
noon.  The team successfully 
removed
 the mine's nose cone 
and one fuse, but the mine also 




that," he said. 
There is no set time 
for the 
mine to be disarmed "since 
safety is  the major concern," 
the Coast
 Guard said in a 
news  
release. 
Murphy  said that during 
World 
War II the Farallon 
Islands





that it is not 
unusual
 to find unexploded ord-
nance off California. 
"There are ordnance disposal 
sites 
all  around the coast, and 
old practice 
ranges  all around 
the coast as well," said Woods. 
He said it was not uncommon 
for fishermen 
to net one of the 
old weapons, many of which are 
dummies.
 
"It's one of the hazards of the 
trade," Woods said. 
Mazatlan
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394 University Ave , Suite 
200 





























































 f011 ace 
the exam 
on
 test day. 
,  
Don't 
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It takes a very 
strong person 
to deal with 
exploitation,  
physical
 pain, mental 
anguish,  rape, 










stripping  of 
dignity,
 denial of 
rights  and the 
sell-
ing of family 
members.  There is 
one  woman who 
has  sur-
vived it all. She
 continues to 
struggle  through 
the trials and 
tribulations
 of daily living
 that now 
consists









This  great 
woman









 I believe that 
the month of 
February  should 
be dedi-
cated  to the 
celebration
 not only 
of




Her power of 
endearment  has 
been
 seen time and
 time again but






 the black woman 
is the root 
of 
this
 nation. She has 
had to wear many 











 read books about 
the great queens of 
Africa and 
Egyptblack
 women who 
ruled  and 
conquered
 as well as 
powerful warriors
 who were well respected
 and admired. 
One  such pillar of strength 
was
 Queen Nerfertari. This 
beautiful
 black woman shared 
the throne of Egypt 
with  hei 
husband 
for approximately 25 




 a peaceful reign 
even after 
her  husband passed 
away and was 
responsible
 for 
the building of 
various  shrines and 







 was also a 
great leader
 whose nanie often 





 20, this 
powerhouse  was crowned "King of Upper 
and Lower Egypt." 
Hatshepsut was her 
father's  favorite and 
was
 treated almost like 
a son. She was taught 
to hunt, play 
sports 
and was tutored by priests. 
Her  father gave her the 
tide  "crown prince."(11 
was  better to be a 
prince
 than a 
princess.) She 
even wore a boy's kilt 
and  upheld her posi-
tion likes man. However, 
she  was strongly against the 
idea
 
of war. A 
ruthless  son-in-law took 
over
 her reign and erased 
her 
name
 and face from many 
of
 the monuments which 
she built. It took 
historians  a long time 
to realize that she 
was indeed a woman. 
THE 
SLAVE BONNET 
Many people try 
to
 forget that slavery 
was  an American 
economic  system. However, 
it
 undoubtedly occurred. 
Africans were taken  from their
 homeland and unwilling-
ly 
brought  to American land. 
The  first test of strength 
was encountered 
on the journey to America. I have 
heard that the middle 
passage
 was a horrifying experi-
ence. Slaves
 were shackled together at the ankles and 
forced to lie in rows with not very much 
breathing room. 
Imagine, if you will, laying face down for days 
on end with iron locked around your feet. You are not 
allowed to go to the restroom. Therefore any waste to be 
expelled 
from your body has to take place where 
you  are 
laying. Not a pretty sight, is it? 
Upon at -riving in America, families were imme-
diately split. Many 
African women were forced to witness 
their husbands sold to one master, their son sold to 














had  an 




with  a 
child  
strapped




field  duties 
were 














































women  were 
the nucleus





















 is a feat 
in
 itself, but 











Others  faked 
being  mentally 
ill. Some 




and  still 
others














runaway.  Thcy 
were
 "free". The 
Emancipation  
Proclamation
 was signed 
but  it basically 
meant  that blacks 
were free to live
 with no money, 
no food, and no 
shelter.  In 
order to make a life 
for their families, 
many
 black women 
took on jobs as 
live-in
 mammies. They 
served
 as maids and 
raised
 the former slave 
owner's children. 
Although  working as a 
domestic
 caused black 
women to be stereotyped







ly. It was their strength that 
helped them through that time 
period and 
their strength that helps them




test of strength during the Civil Rights era was the 
fight against 
discrimination.  During slavery, blacks were made 
to feel inferior and self -esteems were
 at an all time low. But the 
fight for civil rights began with a 
pro -black movement. Black 
pride was expressed extensively. 
At a time when drinking fountains had signs that read 
"Whites only," blacks were fighting for integration. Black 
women began to take firm stands in what they believed in. Rosa 
Parks refused to ride in the back 







 unsung black female 
activists led marches and participated in protests and sit-ins. 
THE HAT OF 
TODAY 
The
 fight for equality still continues. In 1995 black women are 
still combating racial and gender 
discrimination.  Black women 
are 
being paid less than their white 
counterparts.  
Institutionalized
 racism takes its toll in housing, layoffs, politics, 
and much 
more. Black women have slot to 
deal
 with. They fear 
for their children being gunned down
 by senseless violence and 
police brutality. They fear 
ever  having to he on welfare. 
Opposed
 to popular belief, 
federal
 assistance is a very last
 resort. 
With  every new  era 
there are obstacles 
the black woman 
must  
face.
 The way I see it, my 
sisters have overcome 
the worst of situ-
ations and will 
remain





the future. Black 
women are not 
looking




recognition  for surviving





 them. What 
hat  will the black 
woman wear next?
 Who 
knows. But I 
can guarantee
 she will 
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 award-winning artist 
Jon  Secada 
will  come to 
the San
 Jose State University Event Center
 on Saturday 
at 8 p.m.
 for one stop on his Heart, Soul 
& a Voice tour. 
Secada
 has just
 finished his Central and South 
American tour, which began
 in October. Currently, he 
is on the North 
American  leg of the tour in which he 
will play in 42 cities across
 the United States and 
Canada. 
In a telephone interview 
with
 Secada as he traveled 
across California, he seemed to 
be the down-to-earth 
nice guy that he is portrayed in 
the 
media.  
When  asked what the 
audience  will see in 




 live, one hour and 
50 minutes, very 
sexy, very spontaneous





 I will try 
to
 play to the audi-
ence.  
"I will do 
all  my hits bilingually," 
explains the Afro-
Cuban artist 
who has a large 
Latin  following. 
Secada, who was 
awarded a Grammy  
in 1992 for Best 
Latin 
Pop Album 
for  his album, 
"Otro  Dia Mas 
Sin 
Verte," has also 
recently
 released a 
Spanish
 language album 
titled "Si Te 
Vas."  
"I have a 
Spanish
 album due to 
come out in the 
fall,"  he says. "An 
English  one won't be 
out  until 1996." 
On
 Secada's latest album, 
"Heart,  Soul & a 
Voice,"  he says he 
chose to 
explore




 of an 
edge," he says. 
The influences
 of the R 
& B sound 









still  present. Some 
songs on the album
 have definite  
similarities 





album that has 
sold











pop market. But Secada
 stated earlier that "I 
am black and 
hope that 
'Heart,
 Soul & a 
Voice'  
will bring with its 
release  the acceptance of 
the 
R & B market." 
When  asked how he 
liked the touring 
atmos-
phere,  he replied, "I 
love  being on the 
bus.
 I've 
been on the bus
 before with Gloria
 Estefan. I'm 
really
 excited 




the  first time he 




 private life includes
 a marriage last-
ing for five years,
 which ended in 





doing  all right," 
he
 says. I asked
 if there 
were 
any  women in 
his life right





 . Uh . . 
Uh.  .  
"'That good, 




laugh.  I asked 
him again if 
there  were 
women










 in Cuba under









struggle  to flee 
from Cuba. 













States,  Secada 
received  a bache-
lor's 
degree in MU&
 and a 
master's  degree 
in
 jazz vocal 
per-





asked if he 







"Definitely  . . . 











'work  really 
hard," 
In 




 and get 
more
 




in my own 
career,  and I 
don't really 
have  time, 
but
 in the future
 if I find 
good
 talent, I 





















there are no 
signs Secada's
 success will





























 that will make your head twirl. Portishead's a great 
choice. I've never heard a band mix together so many diverse styles of 
music and actually
 pull it ofT 
Portishead has a unique style that's all their 
own. Twangs of hip-hop 
to lounge jazz are just
 a few sounds
 you





"Dummy." Occasionally, you'll even 
hear some scratching taking place 
by Geoff Barrow. 
Barrow created Portishead in 1991 when he stumbled across veteran 
singer Beth Gibbons at an unemployment office. The band also 
includes engineering whiz Dave McDonald and guitarist/arranger 
Adrian Utley. 
This
 band has definitely 
gone
 out of its way to 
show originality. Barrow 
stated  the band wanted 
to make something that it could combine
 real 
maws  and lyrics with alternative 
production  ideas. 
"1 think
 people are getting a 
litde fed up with 
hanging house beats," he says. 
The
 first track on the CD,
 "Mysterions", gives 
the listener
 a very eerie feeling.
 With the military 
drum sounds,
 along with the 
profound  melan-
cholic  atmosphere, the 




After the first track,
 the songs pick up and 
you 
can 




her own personal touch
 to the 
band by 
her nionotonous, 
blues -style singing. 
Although
 her tone rarely 
changes  throughout 
the 
Cl), Gibbons draws you in 
from her deep-felt 
emotions in the 
lyrics. The passion 
alone will 
make you 
listen intently to her.
 Gibbon's lyrics 
have meaning and depth. 
Unlike other 




 the good of life instead of the bad. 
She
 gives the listener inspiration, along with a 
placid feeling. 
In the track "It Could Be Sweet," Gibbons 
says ". . . you don't get something for noth-
ing . . . " We all know that's the truth. 
All the tracks have 
something  different to 
offer the listener. If you want to hear some 
scratching in a few songs, listen to "Numb" or 
"Pedestal." If you want love, listen to "Sour 
Times" or "Glory Box." There's something in 
here for everyone. 
"It's a Fire," gives
 
the listener a rude awaken-
ing to life. Gibbons speaks the truth about 
how it feels to let 
your dreams 
pass  you by 
and 
the consequences you must face in doing so. 
"Dummy" is a great 
Cl).
 After you get over 
the amazement of this band's talent, you'll 
truly enjoy kicking hack and listening to this 
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down  at the peo-
ple
 waving and 
cheering up to him, as guitarist Charlie 
Burchill and the rest of Simple Minds kick 
into a gritty and rocking acoustic rendi-
tion of Lou Reed's "White 
Light." 
It's Saturday night Feb. 11, and after 
four years of absence from the stage, Jim 
Ken- and Charlie Burchill, the two found-
ing members of Simple Minds, are on the 
comeback trail preaching their own musi-
cal gospel, like a pair of charismatic coun-
try preachers at a camp revival meeting. 
This is only their second date in a 15-city 
U.S. tour. 
"Up on the Catwalk" and "Love 
Song"
 follow before they launch into 
"She's a River," the first song 
from 
their newly released collection of 
songs, "Good News 
From  The Next 




"Like the air that led me to it, she's 
the wind that sucked me through it/ 
She's a river and she's 
turning
 there in 
Front 
of me," sings Kerr. Although the 
song's big sound suffers in the 
barn -
like building, no one in the crowd 
seems to mind, and many fans are 
singing along with the new song, touted 
as the first single from the album. 
The hand really can't he blamed for 
the 
acoustic
 environment; however, and 
the sound did improve as the show pro-
gressed.  On record, this 
song
 thrums and 
rolls
 with a mystical power, 
centered  
around 
Kerr's half -spoken, half
-chanted 
vocals
 and a resonating, bell
-like melody 
delivered 
by Burchill's box of guitar 
effects. 
By 
the time the band kicked into their 
signature hit, "Don't You, Forget About
 
Me," the crowd was utterly 
captivated, 
singing along with every 
line,  even contin-
uing the 
la-la-la chorus that ends the song
 
after
 the band had finished 
playing. Kerr 
played along.
 Although not 
unprecedent-




the band's biggest hit was a 
song
 that 
they not only did not 





 them at the 
4our 
Glaring white lights flood 
the stage 
and a roar of 
welcome fills the air 
when 




and confident, his c eyes
 exuding 




face already flushe 
to 
night-
club The Edge is fi 
pacity,
 
which near  the s 
claustrophobic br 
time it was recorded. 
Upon first 
listening  to it, Kerr 
says
 he 
thought the song "was 
kind of a cardboard 
copy  
of 
something  we would have done, 
musically  
anyway, if not lyrically.
 . .we really weren't 
impressed.  I think it was the first 
time
 in our 
lives I can remember 
really compromising with 
a record
 company.. we thought, 'what the hell% 
we've  got an album coming'. . .we were saying 
we should really 
make  them feel good about 
promoting
 our stuff, and if we do a song for
 
their little movie, no 
one's  gonna hear it." 
The album is Simple
 Minds' first release 
of new material 
since 1991's "Real Life." 
One of the bands 
that
 set the early 80s 
awash in synthesizers, perhaps
 one of the 
definitive purveyors of the 
post -punk 
pop movement 
known  as modern rock, 
Simple Minds hope to renew
 public 
interest  with their new album. 
The album is clearly 
the work of sea-
mined 
professionals.  Kerr and Rut-chill 
are expert 
songsmiths.
 I.yrically rich 
and lush 
in texture, the album bristles 
with a defiant optimism. 
"...I'd have to concede that there 
seems to be a theme of rejuvenation, a 





acknowledged  an unsatisfaction 
with the groups last recorded
 efforts, but 
believes that "Good News From The Next 
World" was not an attempt to recreate the 
past. 
"We reckon there's a vitality back, an energy 
that's been missing from the last one or 
two 
(albums)," he says. "I think obviously the fact 
that it's a duo at the heart of our thing, a duo 
again, a duo that's been working much more 
from a guitar/vocal
 axis, means there's a lot 
more space in 
the music." 
Four years is a long time to stay away from 
anything.
 Did he ever think about giving up the 
band and 
moving  on? 
"No. I've
 got to say never," he says. "We had 
to bag a lot of things, in terms of the way we 
were running our affairs, in terms of the 
ridicu-
lous kind of a situation





 Simple Minds  guitarists Charlie 
Burchill  
below Lead singer
 Jim Kerr 
less time getting spent on the music. Because the great irony is, without the 
music, none of that other stuff exists." 
"Night Music," the second cut from the album, opens with a Phil 
Spector-like  wall of sound, guitars thick and wet bass rumbling underneath. 
Unfortunately,
 the song suffers by comparison to the opening cut, being 
too similar in texture, its lyrical imagery less 
evocative.
 
These do not apply to the following cut, "Hypnotised 
An insistent, sinu-
ous bass line rocks with authority, layers of guitar 
shimmer and rain, and Kerr's voice speaks 
with 
the spirit of one trapped 
in a romantic obsession. 
"Great
 Leap Forward" suffers to 
all  of the fail-
ings ascribed previously to "Night
 Music," with 
the band sticking to one type of textural 
qualit%
 
and tending to fill every 
nook and cranny with 
another
 layer of sound. 
Happily,  the final five 
cuts on the 




 Deadly Sins" 









 "blood is sweet, 
like  a deep red 
river." 
In "And the Band 
Played On." Kerr 
cuts loose
 with a 
full-throated  
























must  have 





























Finally,  the 
album 








































































the st leen to leave
 a disturbing look 
Into










and  Derek 
Bentley, leaps 
out  from the very begin-
ning. 
It






 the film. 
The seemingly simple plot about a 
trio  
of friends who find a suitcase full 
of 
money with a deceased roommate soon 
turns 
into
 an elaborate look into the sub-





 a pair of ruth-
less and heartless thugs, seeks out the 
money and 
leave




death. Not a film for those with a low tol-
erance for violence. 
Surprise after surprise leads the viewer 
down a path of utter 
tragedy,  while 
revolving around a single issue. The 
intense concentration on the money 
issue  works well in exposing the true 
feelings of all the characters. 
The most interesting part of the film is 
how the three friends seem 
to slowly dis-
integrate into the depths of human vile-
ness. Each 
person  t hanges 
into someone they dread. 
Interestingly enough, the 
film seems to 
capture  each 




 in varying 
degrees of 
disrepute,  and 
each having to deal with the 
reality of the decision they 
made.  
Throughout the film the 
characters
 clash, back.stab and 
one




The film climaxes 
with an 
ending that leaves the viewer 
disturbed and 
perplexxxed.  








seems to fashion itself 
much 
like the
 American films 
"Pacific Heights" and "Single White 




The soundtrack for "Shallow Grave" 
sup-
ports
 the high-intensity atmosphere the 
film conveys. The rinsing 111 ilt11, MUSIC 
from "John Carmichael and
 his band' briskly 
brackets the show, while 
low  and dramatic music in between
 
slowly builds
 up to the t limactic ending. 
'Shallow  Grave" is a classic example of 
a murder suspense 
film. It grabs the viewers, drags them along at 80 mph over 
countless speed 

























One thing can be said for sure: Thank  (kid 
'The Quick and the Dead" isn't a western. I 
know,  it looks 
like a western, it sounds like a 
western, and, gosh darn it if Gene Hackman 
doesn't look like a cowboy too! Come on, it's 
gotta be a western. 
'Fraid not 
"The Quick and the 
Dead"  is about as west-
ern as Chinese food. One thing "The Quick 
and the Dead," is however, 
is
 awful. It's an awe 
inspiring low for cinema, one that 
will, no 
doubt, leave its mark in the annals
 of history 
as a dud. 
There are an uncountable number of 
things wrong with this 
movie,
 from its selec-
tion 
of actors (actually, actress) to its director. 
'The 
Quick  and the [lead" was an exercise in 
banality. 
The movie opens in the desolate
 wilds of an 
America
 long gone. Under the 
hot  sun, some 
greedy, grungy cowboy is 
digging
 holes in the 
ground for no apparent
 reason. Then, in the 
distance, a lone rider 
appears
 in the searing 
heat, 
heading  straight for 
the cowboy. 
"You 'aint gonna
 git ma gold," the 
cowboy 
screams as he begins to 
shoot at the lone 
rider. The lone 








 of four 
(yawn). She
 beats the cowboy up, locks
 hint to a 
decrepit wagon, and 




 seemingly pointless teaser
 did tie into the 









cerned about the 
ice -soda ratio in 
the $2.95
 small 
drink purchased a 
few minutes earli-












understands  how 
bad an actress 
Sharon 
Stone 






like they wish 
they
 
were  elsewhere. Dry, uninspired




I do make one notable exception,
 however, and that 
is Gene Hackman. There's
 just something about 
Hackman 
in westerns that makes him good 
in them. 
Then 
again,  Hackman has the ability to give even 
the worst films a little glint of hope. 









nut  of four 
anti he 
plays  it so well, that Its
 hard not to admire
 him. His 
screen presence and 
his smirk make his  
character,  Herod, 
one of the greatest 
all-time  bad guys. Hackman
 does have 
style. 
As I had said, the 
rest  of the actors were 
preuy  uninterest-
ing. It's hard to 
know  whether to place
 the blame with the 
director  or the producers 
(one
 of whom was none other
 
than
 Sharon Stone). 
Director Sam 
RamiWaS
 out of his genre. Aftrr 
directing
 
films like "Army of 
Darkness"  and "Darkman," the 
combina-
tion of his
 cinematic eye with the western 
theme didn't 
mesh  at all. 
As a result, 'The Quick 
and the Dead" looked as if was 
stuck in 
some
 sort of cinematic time 
warp. One scene, with 
multiple  dolly-in -zoom-out shots, 
hest
 exarnplifies the fact 
that there are some




The plot, if your interested,
 is about revenge. And even 
though a western 
without  revenge as the 
theme is pretty 
hard to come
 by, how many Sharon 
Stone films can you 
name where she 
doen't have a sex scene? "The 
Quick and 
the Dead" does
 have its own kind 
of originality. 
Rut wait a minute, 
no sex scene? Doesn't the 
ad on televi-
sion have a few shots 
of Stone and some other
 guy getting 
sweaty?
 
Yes, and just 
when  I thought 'The Quick and the Dead"
 
was nothing more 
than a bad review.  I saw the ad for
 it on 
television. The marketing of 
the film is based on fraud. 
The ad contains a couple of steamy 
shots  of Stone and 
Russell
  
Crowe, but those 
scenes
 are not in the movie. 
Whether the marketers
 were attempting to entrap some 
romantic minded women or 
some
 horny men is unclear. 
Apparently, the film's 




Well, if that MIS the 
intent,  it didn't work. 'The Quick and 
the Dead" isn't serious and 














late 1960s, San 
Jose








 not only sI 
tion, but also reached 
out to alter the rm.:. 
nation. 
What  made SJS 
special  was not the 
nun 
the  fight for racial 
equality,  but the ke) 
making a 
change.  
One of the 
most  active 
protesters
 was 
Edwards,  who in 
the late 'fiOs 
was  an SJS ill 
anthropology,
 and the 










































moment  when 
they
 raised their I 

















 in 1965. 
"Harry
 (Edwards)
 was one 
of the first
 it. 

























































 to join us." 
6ix 












siting of the 
entire  
r of people involved in 
N who 




I( tor of sociology and 
inidents for Action 
Ken Noel, Tim 
Knowles,
 
the l'SBA spearheaded 
N this campus had ever 
the 1968 Olympic 
aded, it led to the 
null
 and John 
Carlos.  
gin or end with that con -
.k -gloved












actively  challenge 
taking 
over as associated 
h became a university in 
r, 
first  came to campus 
r of the
 Spartan football 
fight
 for equality 
as 
ghts from San Jose
 to 
ord  
















of so many 
Black students
 at SJS were not only active 
with nationally signifi-
cant protests, but also 
with  problems here on campus. 
The USBA
 claimed Black students were 
racially
 discriminated 
against in off -campus housing,
 athletic programs, student clubs, 
college administration and Greek organizations.
 
A majority
 of the Black students at SJS during that tension
-filled 
spring semester of 1967 were male 
student
-athletes. If these politi-
cal activists expected to make  any 
ope  of change, they would have 
to find a 
vehicle  that spoke with greater volume than the 68 
Black  
stuelen 
Is who attended this campus 
That  vehicle was the Sy.; athletic. program. Protest organizers 
used Black athletes as their weapon in the fight for racial 
equality.
 
"The Black athletes on campus understood the importance of 
certain things on campus," Noel says. "We used (athletes) to bring 
attention to 
certain issues." 
Black students felt the general feeling around campus was that 











not  good 
enough to live near 













i% intim Street. "The rest of 











atnpus,  but when he tried to find housing, he 
would hide in the 
tar while his White friend would discuss
 rental 
accommodatiems
 with the landlord. 
Carter
 says the :reek organizations were 
involved with most of 
the activities
 on campus. 
"They 
(Greeks) ran everything."
 Carter says. 'The first four
 years 
I was here 1 had 
no
 idea an organization 
could  go before the stu-
dent 
council






In the summer 
and  fall of 
1967.  Noel
 and Edwards began
 plan-
ning what would 
eventually be 
known  as the Black
 Power 
Movement  at SJS. 
"In 
the  '60s, there 
was  no mystery to 
racism," Noel 
says. "It was 
obvious. The
 question was,
 'What were we 




 up doing was
 riding the 
college
 
bn Ldffq Lee 




administration until a change
 was made. 
"We 
organized,"  Noel says. "We
 held
 rallies.
 Vol  knell 10 011' Nat 
I .1,1 
dent population on 
campus,  and we put the 
Animist'  




The USBA filed lawsuits and held hearings, Whit It
 spearheaded 
changes with the Greek
 and housing systems. They also had a 
number eel 
people  speak on campus against
 racism. 
"We were determined
 to make a difference," Noel says. "We
 could have 
been assassinated,
 but you have to be determined." 
The Black protesters didn't 
realize  how dangerous their mission was. 
"We didn't really understand 
what we were dealing with," Carter SAYS. 
What they were dealing 
with was 
not
 olds rat ism, but also violent e. 
Edwards came home one day to 
find
 
the severed heads of his two small 
dogs lying at his doorstep. 
"It was really 
tough for brothers to survive then," ( Atari- says. 
Steven Mintier, associate professor of
 
Afro-Americ an studies. SAN s as an 







racial  bigotry and oppression. 
"I was attracted to this 
campus







Tommie Smith, Lee Evans, John Carlos and 
dozens of other people had 
taken," Millner 
says.  
Mintier says the movement of the '60s has had a prohitindlv positive 
affect on this institution. He says students take it d granted
 programs like 
EOP (Educational Opportunity Program and \ MIRE fa tutoring and 
enhancement  program), 
which  

















ceremony during the 
nip(  s. 
Smith and  
this opportunity as a platform hit pi, .1,stii4.;I it al discrimination 
Edwards and Louis Lomax, a lee nivel and a television COMITICII1.11.,1 
threatened 
to orchestrate a boycott  of the ( :amt., if then live 
demands were not met. 
Their demands: the New York Athletic Club must immediatelv e C.INC 
practicing segregation in the lodging e .1 plavers; all White team, 11(.11) 
Southern 
Rhodesia  and South
 
Afrit  a must be 







coach must be 
added to the 
I nvinpie teen hing situ 
one Black person 
must 
be added









 he reinstated as the 
heavyweight  






























sllout, oreo, darlue, 




on. These are 
words that have




Although  these 
words  are often 
thrust  at black 
peo-
ple from other
 races, many times
 it comes from the
 ups 
of people who 
are either jealous,















 within the black
 race has been 
an under-
ground evil





beginning  of 
slavery,  when the 
mulatto 
house servants
 were pitted 
against
 the field slaves.
 
Shaba,/ Allah, 
a junior psychology 
major and a 
member
 of 5 percent 
of the Nation of 
Islam, 
believes that the arrogance
 of the house servants 
during slavery 




believes  that the 
house
 slave, children 
whose 
mother's  were raped by 
slavemasters, felt 
they were better 
than the field slaves because they
 
lived in the master's 
house,  had good clothing 
and  food, and were treated better. 
In 
comparison,  the field slaves 
slept in under-
sized, dirty,
 bug and rat infested shacks. Allah 
believes that this caused anger 
and  jealousy by 
the field slaves, thus spawning the racial 
prob-
lem that 
still  exists today. 
"Even after slavery,
 those who were mixed got 
preferential treatment because 
they weren't 
such a grim reminder of 
slavery
 because of 
their looks.
 They were more 
accepted  in 
America's melting pot," Allah 
says. 
Allah, 
a 25-year -old man with brown-
skinned 
complexion, has seen this problem 






 photos by 
Eric Grigorian 
American  who was also 
his friend. 
"One of my 
friends said that I got
 a job over him 
because I'm a 
pretty
 nigger and not 
because
 of what 
I've done in school. He said,
 'They like niggas like you,
 
that's why
 you get the job 
and  the real 
brother's
 
don't,"'  Allah says. I 
didn't care what he 
said because 
I knew why I 
was  going to school, and 
he did too. He 
just let out 
frustration  by attacking 
me
 because he saw 
a difference in me. 
He felt that society was 
against him 
because  he was darker. Now 
I have him to worry about 
along with 
everyone  else." 
Steven Millner, a 
San  Jose State University 
professor  
of 
Afro-American  studies, 
sees
 this problem as improv-
ing, but 
not nearly solved. 
-It's much
 better than the turn of the century,
 but 
that's not 
much  comfort," Millner says. "During 
the 
turn of 
the century, in cities like
 D.C., Charleston, 
South Carolina 




to dark-skinned blacks. They 
thought of 
themselves 
as better culturally, 
economically
 and 
socially. They were 
given  favored treatment by the 
whites in the South cities and the nation." 
Phillip Hampton and Kelly
 Sturdivat both faced sim-
ilar interracial prejudice 
growing up, but in different 
spectrums. Phillip is a dark-skinned African -American 
who has had 
problems  since he played in elementary 
school games Black 
girls  would play a chase game 
where they would always run after the light -skinned
 
boys, but not ones who were like Hampton. On the 
other 
hand, Sturdivat's mother was white and her
 
father
 was black; she has faced many problems
 since 
childhood
 due to her light skin. 
The race problems that 
Hampton,  a 24 -year old 
senior 
majoring  in communications at SJSU, faced ass 
youngster caused him to have
 low self-esteem. 
Furthermore, at San Jose's Silver
 Creek High, 
Hampton
 didn't receive any attention 
from the black 
female
 students because of his dark skin. 
But during his junior year 
in high school, Hampton was 
given a compliment on his looks from a 
Hispanic female 
student who helped his self-esteem. This caused 
Hampton to date interracially with people 
who accepted 
him. 
I didn't believe her (the girl who complimented 
Hampton), and I 
wondered how anyone can think I was 
attractive. Because of this, I felt comfortable with inter-
racial relationships because they saw me for what I had 
on the inside when the blacks didn't," Hampton says. 
"I felt that I wasn't as special because I wasn't light -
skinned. I felt I was wrong because I was darker, and 
this came from 
our  own people. 
"Since then, a lot of girls I grew up with gave me 
indirect comments on how they want to get to know 
me. I have confidence and I forgive, but
 I don't for-
get how they didn't give me a chance.
 I will go out 
with black women, but not the ones 
I grew up with." 
Sturdivat's problems were not 
only found in her 
classmates, but 
within  her own family on 
her  
father's side. 
When visiting her father's 
family,  she had felt 
alienated by her cousins.





 of her light skin 
color and long hair. 
In
 high school she was 
never  
accepted by 
her black classmates 
and  she spent 
most of 
her time either with 
the  white students 
or her sister, who had









because  of my 
mother,  and they
 said that 
(my father)
 thinks he's 
better  than them,"
 says 
Sturdivat, 
a liberal arts 
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gone.  Martin 
Luther King and 
Malcolm
 X are gone. So 
who's  
minding 
the store? If you listen 
to Congress' plans 
regarding the Contract With 
America, one might 
wonder 
who represents the African
-American  
viewpoint. 
In its glory days, 
the NAACP spoke for African -
Americans. 
Later,  there was the Urban 
League, 
the Congress
 of Racial Equality




 those organizations, like 
the NAACP arc 
are either
 gone or in 
disarray,
 and their power
 to 
effect change 
is questionable. Their 
leaders  are 
implicated  in scandals, 
















 agree. "The times










 you by and 
the first thing
 you know, 
you  have to 
catch
 up. 
There are new 
ways  of doing things." 
Williams, a 
civil  rights 
advocate,
 has a 
reputa-
tion for 
being  a 
community





supports  a  
number  of 
community  
programs: a 





 important to 














He says he 
would  like to 
see people, 
in what he 
calls 
a 'centrist 
position,'  come to 
the understand-
ing that 
they must try 
to bring justice,
 a sense of 
compassion,
 and genuine 




"As far as 
I'm concerned,













Islam, the one 
saying  what they 
think  America 
ought
 to hear. 


































 have no voice because they 
have no vision," says the Rev. 
Cecil  Williams. 
center,  leader 
of
 Glide Memorial United 
Methodist 
Church  in San 
Francisco Williams is 
considered  by many to be 
one
 of 
the  more influ-
ential clergymen in the Bay Area 
polled felt Farrakhan was good for
 the black com-
munity; 67 percent said  he was an effective 
leader. 
Farrakhan's
 popularity is well documented, In 
Los Angeles,
 he filled a 16,500-seat arena. In New 
York
 City, his appearance drew 25,000
 to the Jacob 
Javits Convention Center. In Atlanta,  during the 
1992
 World Series, Farrakhan 
drew  more people to 
his 
speech  than the baseball game featuring 
the 
home team. 
To prove his message is popular with African -
Americans.  
Fanakhan
 plans to March on 





Al Sharpton, a New York 
City  civil rights activist, 
says he believes Jesse Jackson is the
 black communi-
ties most 




 look to Rev. 
Jackson, and 
those  progressive forces who 
have 
fought for black issues, 
like
 Maxine Waters," he 
says. Sharpton is the 
president  of the National 
Action
 Network and the 





 an assistant professor of 
social sci-
ence at San Jose State 






 spokesman to 
any  one 
person  is 
Map-
propriate. He 
says it is 
11.41Ve  
itt 










Americans)  think 
we
 are animated 
by
 
one  leader," 
Harris
 says, "They say 
there  is just one 
big 
herd out there and 
that's black America,
 undif-
ferentiated  and 
unintelligent  and 











 also believes 






The  sub-text of 





You could say 
there  are code 




overtones  in 
America,  
even though
 it might not







say  that much 
of
 what the cur-
rent Congress
 is doing claims
 to be social 
remedy. 
"We can consider 
the crime legislation a social 
policy for young 
black kids that have no other way
 to be maintained except in 
prison."
 HiliTis says. 
Harris put the 
question of "who 












not  give up the struggle for freedom 
and justice. 
"I've 
looked at our history." he says. "I 
believe in the spirit being 
indomitable even under 
unrelenting  oppression, and that indicates 
to me that we will create whatever is 
necessary
 for UR to wage our 
just demands for full  
inclusion
 into American society." 
Alice Woody, a 
council  member representing the Nth 
District in 
San 
Jose,  says the question of all blacks 
agreeing  with one specific 
spokesman 
is unlikely. She says that while it seems impossible 
fin-
blacks to speak 
with one voice, and minorities to vote as a single 
block, 
a sense of irony prevails. Middle-class America,
 with all its dif 
ferences










 Who speaks 
for 












 - FOOD 
TO
 GO 
 Mandarin & Szechuan
 Cuisine 
 Box Lunches To 
Go 
 Lunch and Dinner 








6 Blocks North of 
Santa  Clara Between 
3rd  and 4th Street 
OPEN DAILY 
I I:30 - 9:00pm 
Live the life of a pampered student! 
Curtner Gardens has studio apartments  
for 
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BE A MATRIX 
MODEL  
Get a free cut, color, perm, 
facial and/or 
cosmetic makeover. Must 
have
 healthy hair and want 
an update to your
 look. 
First
 model call is 
Feb. 23 at 6:30 


















































































































 as an 
African -
American,
 and not an 
African. 
"I 






s.is  i iii 
kland,































looked  at 
me as a 
whore 
because  of ow 
clothes."  
But


















l'N I IN 
"PropIcI  
ii. night 




 We don't 
have 
the sante 
beliefs  or 













 people in 
11 house. 
The 1. take 
are  ol each 
other














each  1,ther. 
We
 should 













 sits iii cliihigan, sees 
the  ways of 






pan -u to the blacks

























 we try to 
protect 
each other




unity. here. If 
you  got money or a 
nice  car 
you'll get
 robbed or carjacked.
 You'll never 
see white people
 catjack each other.
 It always 







may  exist on the 
SJSU campus has
 less  do 
with color 
and more to do 
with  being or not 




 don't speak to people 
who 
aren't in 
a fraternity or 




discrimination  within 
our own race," 
says Auston 
Dasis,
 a senior political science 
major
 and a member cif the historically 
black 
fraternity Phi Beta 
Sigma. "Some people 
think 
they're  a better man or 
person
 because 
they're wearing these 
letters. The purpose is 
brotherhood and 
sisterhood with all your 
brothers and sisters.
 
"Not all black Greeks are like 
this, but 
some campuses have black fraternities
 that 
don't speak to people from other 
fraternities.  
"At SJSU all Greeks get 
along,
 but there is 
a problem 
of (:reeks about speaking 
to non -Creeks in some instances. I know 
that
 
people that aren't in fraternities and sorori-
ties will 




against  the non -Greeks because 
they didn't clec tile to 
join
 and they did." 
So the question today is. "Can African
-
Americans rid 
themselves  of this prejudice?" 
Nehanda Imara, an 
adviser  to SJSU's 
African Awareness Month Planning
 
Committee. feels that changes can be made. 
She also believes blacks have to first recog-
nize it to get rid of it. 
"People have a complex with complexion 
due to racism. It seems like (African. 
Americans) are still holding on to 
pain, 
instead of recognizing it as 
ignorance,"  says 
Imara, who
 is also a student 
develop-
ment specialist at SISU. 
"The most important issue 
of the 
20th century is the 
color  line," Imara 
says. "When racism is in effect, people
 
who internalize it take it out on each 
other. Light -skinned
 were seen as less 




-centric,  chocolate 
dark-skinned
 men are superior. It's 
being
 reversed, and that's just an 
ignorance because neither
 one of 
them 
is dealing with racism. 
"It's important, as students and 
educators, to teach what racism is and 
not stop the dialogue by using more 
comfortable words and topics," Imam 
says. 
"It may get worse before it gets bet-
ter, but it will get better. The nature 
of the
 human race is to progress
 
despite obstacles, such AS 
racism,  sex-
ism 
and other major obstacles. But 
my
 optimism is based on the work
 
that I do and being 
involved  in the struggle." 
Probably one of the best examples of 
black on black
 racism and jealousy was the 
assasination of Malcolm X. His death  was at 
the hands of his 
own people, and before tak-
ing his trip to Mecca he made a statement 
that basically sums up what African -
Americans needed to do in the future. These 
words  still ring true today. 
"There can be no black -white unity until 
their is first some black unity. We cannot 
think of uniting 
with others until we have 
first learned to unite amongst ourselves. We 
cannot think of being acceptable to others 












 utt  was
 unsuccessful,




 pet plc around
 S.'S didn't know 
what the athletes
 




 of us knew 
what  they were 




 who lived 








football  at the time 
of the Olympic 
Games. Even 
though
 he had an 
opportunity
 to meet 
with  Smith in 
Denver  the 
weekend before the
 Olympic athletes 
left
 for 
Mexico, he didn't 
know what was 
planned
 either. 
"We had an hour
 to sit and talk," 
Saffold says. 
"I took with 
me a general sense 
he was troubled 
with 
what was happening in 
this  country with rela-
tion to the Black community. 
"(Smith) knew he 
had the potential to 
he on 
an 
international  stage and he 
was  giving a lot of 
thought to that,"
 he says. "He said he didn't 
know 
(what he 
was going to do)." 
"It
 was A dramatic moment,"
 Noel says of the 
fist
-raising. "A milestone in 
an ongoing struggle." 
Carlos 
said at a SJS rally in 
1968:  "We believe 
we were right. 
We'd
 do it again tomorrow.
 A 
chance to do 
something  for your 
people  only 
comes once. If you 







 chance. And once you do something for 
your people, you feel beautiful inside." 
"What we were trying to do was
 raise conscious-
ness," Noel says. "Set a standard
 for athletes in the 
future. It was a multi
-purpose  movement." 
"In terms of this 
campus, the Black Power 
Movement phenomenon is associated with 
several 
important characters," 
Millner  says. "These indi-
viduals and dozens of others were
 all important." 
Milner says once 
Blacks
 were introduced to the 
Movement, 
they began to wear their hair in natu-
rals (afros) and young 
women  ceased wearing 
makeup.
 
"A whole revolution of consciousness that 
focused on 'Black is beautiful'
 began to be associ-




Millner believes protests arc 
important  for stu-
dents in America, and this university
 is a part of 
America. 
"Administrators get so 
bogged
 down in all the 
details of 
bureaucracy.  They simply lose sight 
on
 
how their policy affects 
students."  Milkier says. 
Millner recalls a quote
 by Frederick Douglass,
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STUDENT - TEACHER 
DISCOUNTS 
NEW WINTER HOURS 
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MilIncr,  a 
professor  
at 



































































Douglas and President Lincoln 
that month," says Nehanda  
lmara, a part-time faculty mem-
ber in the African -American 
studies department at SJSU 
and 
a student 




 through the late 
1950's, until Feb. 1, 1960. 
Four African -American col-
lege students staged a sit-in at a 
segregated lunch counter and 
helped 
launch  the civil rights 
movement that day. The sit-in 
was specifically timed for 
February. Millner says. 
Over the years, the celebra-
tion has expanded in scope and 
has 
changed




and then expanded into 
"Black  
L 




 Raisin in 
the 
Sun, 




 Ampitheatre, 1. 
African Awareness 
Month  Black Recruitment Day, Student





 Van Zandt, Alejandro Escovado, 8. 
The Catalyst,  Santa Cruz -Crazy Diamond, the real reflections of Pink Floyd, 9 
Northside Theatre Company -The Man Who Lost The River, through March 5. 
(288-7820)  
Center for Literary Arts, SJSU-Denise Murray, professor, author, WSQ 207, 7.30. 
 try Blair Whzirwy  
History 
Month." Now at SJSU, it 
is called "African Awareness 
Month." 
"African Awareness Month 
allows 
young people to get 
immersed in the 
positive contri-
butions  of African
-Americans  
over centuries, 
which  is impor-




has  been celebrating 
annually 
since  the '60s. 
Everyone can 




 Millner says. 
"Women
 can take pride in 
the 
contributions of 
Rosa  Parks and 
Ida B. Wells," 
Millner  says. "Rosa 
Parks gives an 
example  of how to 
live a proper




The Catalyst-Pele JuJu, 9:30.. 
African Awareness Month -Keynote Speaker, Tommie Smith, Umunhum Room, 12:30. 
African Awareness Month -Unity Fest, 










A Clean Well -Lighted Place For Books -Brent Ryder, writer, 7:30.(255-7600) 
Great American Music Hall -The Second City Touring Company, Comedy Troupe, 8. 
Flint  Center, Cupertino -San Jose Symphony, 8. 
Towne 3 -The Secret Adventures of Tom Thumb, starts. (287-1433) 















The Catalyst- Dance 
Hall Divas. Worl-A-Girl, 8 
Opera San Jose -Cos) 
Fan  Tune by Mozart, through 
Feb. 26, 8, 3 on Sundays 
(437-4450)
 
Great American Music Hall, 
San  Francisco. (415-885-0750) 
Covenant
 Presbyterian Church -Cajun Dance
 Party, 8. (415-493-0693) 







 Show Party -Dining
 Commons. 9. 
KFJC 
Listener Appreciation Party
-South  First Billiards, 9-2am. 
Event Center -Jon 
Secada,  
Ajax  Lounge














Morris  Daily Auditorium, 2-5. 
The Garden City
-John Handy w/Smith 
Dobson Trio, 9 & 10:20.
 
Great American 
Music  Hall, 
S.F.-Sublime,
 Throttle, The 
Rudiments,  9. 
San 
Jose












-Open  mic 
poetry
 7-9. Grey 




Atrium  Room-Mutha 
































































































































































"Jewish -Americans can take 
pride in the 
contributions  that 
were made during the civil rights 
movement, where 
half of the 
civil rights activists were Jewish," 
Millner
 says. 
SJSU changed the name of 
the celebration in the late '80s, 
from "Black History Month" to 
"African Awareness Month." 
"We 





of this country," Imara says. 'The 
name acknowledges that we are 
not African
-Americans,  but 
Africans who were 





















Travel  Pak 
For 
Students
 Ages 18-24 




 U.S. and Europe
 Savings 
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 applaud and teinforce poor judgment
 who really innate me. 
Friday's San .fose Mercury News 
featured
 a touching story about 
Sadie Malone, 
henceforth known as the "cat lady" of San Jose. 
Malone, 60. has been feeding and caring
 for about 15 homeless 
cats along the Guadalupe River in downtown San 
Jose.
 
On the surface, this act of compassion seems 
worthy  of praise. 
but it's not that simple. 
The artit





r I ltelVeS from her late husband's Social Security and 
a small
 amt Hutt earned from part-time work. She barely has space 
to turn around in her room, but she 




Malone says that sometimes
 she has to choose between feeding 
herself
 or her feline family. It's not really a choice though because 
the cats, according to the "cat lady", "always" eat before she does. 
"This is just a bunch of homeless cats," Malone
 says. "They don't 
have anybody and I don't have anybody. Wc just kind of came 
together."  
I don't mean to pick on a nue. lonely lady who enjoys sharing 
her life with  
:4 bum h 1 
iar.isi ii i at.. 
hut has she gone insane? 
Hey,  "cat 
lady, Ihatt to break 
it
 to you, but those 













Those cats don't love you. They've never 
loved you. They love your food and your 
warm hand on their fur 
and nothing more. 
After publishing 
the original "cat 
lady" story on Feb. 6, the Mercury News 
received letters and phone 
calls from 
people from Redwood City to 
Carmel  
wishing to thank 
Malone for her altru-
ism. Strangers have given Malone cash, 
groceries and personal checks to assist 
her in her plight. The Mercury News 
had to forward all the phone messages 
to the "cat lady" because she doesn't 
have a phone. 
This woman occasionally can't afford 
to eat and doesn't have a telephone, 
but people continue to reinforce her 
poor sense
 of priorities. 
Listen to Doris Hoffman of Los 
Gatos,  one of those who called to  
"help" and also the only benefactor 
who was quoted in the article. 
"I'm totally touched by her commit-
ment," she says. "She's (Malone) doing 
what
 she
 can to make this world abet-
ter place. If more people would just do 
this." 








 If l 
,hese
 cats and less healthy
 people. 
What's  next? 
Ti,
 make the world a 
better  place should I 
invite all the homeless
 human beings in downtown 
over to my place for free food
 and drink at my 
expense? Then I could 
have  an article written about 
me. The sad part is. I bet more people would be inter-
ested in helping someone feed homeless cats than 
homeless people. Cats 
are cuddly and innocent. People 
are smelly and strange. 
I have nothing against cats. 
They
 are wonderful little 
creatures.
 But I'm sure they'll find somewhere else to 
eat if the "cat lady" cuts them off. 
And  even if they 
don't,
 so what? At least some dog or raccoon will find 
something to eat without leeching off some innocent 
elderly person. 
If anyone out there really cares about Sadie Malone 
and her cats, they'll
 join me in my cnisade. We'll sneak 
over behind the Center for Performing Arts and cat-
nap about a dozen of those deadbeats and take them 
to Los 
Gatottand  drop them off with someone 
(hello Doris)
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